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Contributors

Humorist John Fergus Ryan's "Can You Direct
Me, Monsieur, To A House of Call?" also appears in
the current issue of Mayfair, one of England's leading
men's magazines. The accompanying illustration is
provided by D.F.'s art director Eddie Tucker. Ray
Coleman, a fervent advocate of public transporta
tion, samples the services of the MATA and returns
with conclusive evidence that "You Can't Get There
From Here." Coleman's article is illustrated by Ken
Hagenback, who supplied the cover for the
December issue of the Dixie Flyer. This month's cover
art was supplied by Steve Rutland.Phyllis Tickle ex
periences a paralyzed community which has
become "prohibito." The art for her Inner City Essays
is provided by Dickie Stafford.
Billy Joel and Richard Pryor undergo the
scrutiny of music critic Joe Mulherin as he continues
his coverage of recent concerts here in the city. The
career of Memphis musician Alex Chilton, "So You
Want To Be a Rock 'n Roll Star?" is profiled by music
editor Gordon Alexander, who keeps you abreast
of the local music scene in Off The Record. Gordon's
thoughts on Bob Dylan's sell out performance at the
Mid-South Coliseum are filed under "The Song Re
mains the Same." New releases by Memphis artists
Robert Johnson and Al Green are evaluated in addi
tion to Elvis Costello's new Lp, "Armed Forces," by col
umnist Tom O'Neil in our Records section. Dixie
Flyer's editorial assistant Beth Hoople spends an en
joyable evening in the company of Al Jarreau while
Suzanne Phelps weighs the pros and cons of the
Circuit Playhouse production of The Rocky Horror
Show. D.F.'s Richard Sidman and free-lance
photographer Ebet Roberts provide the musical
backdrop for our music section. Richard's one-man
show at Brooks Memorial Art Gallery is spotlighted in
our recently-inaugurated Exhibit section. Memphis
This Month, compiled by Jim Eaton, lists resources
unavailable in any other print media. Dear Dixie of
fers space for readers' rebuttals and remarks. Of in
terest this month is Emmett Coyne's critical response
to D.F.'s special Elvis issue (VOL. I, NUMBER I.)
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It was July, 1967, and I was spend
ing a few weeks in the hinterlands of
provincial Mexico. In Saltillo, as a
matter of fact, in the State of Coahuila, a part of the country so remote
that at that time, anyway, the only
English spoken in the town was
'' Norteamericana?''
Saltillo was crowded and poor in
ways which I had never known be
fore. Literally hacked out of the hill
country of the high Sierra Madre, the
streets of the town rise and fall with
the terrain. Narrow houses, sharing
common walls and roofing were
thrust back, shotgun-style, from the
streets into the alleys that run
between the carved-out blocks. Set
like two stars in all the human
compactness were the Catedral de
San Marcos with its burnished
golden roof and the three-storied,
brightly-painted, flag-flying, tinroofed half-acre of El Mercado, (the
market) right in the center of town.
With the absence of sidewalks, I had
learned quickly to walk the rooftops,
as my hosts did, on my way to mass
in the evenings or to the market in
the mornings. It was my first
experience in learning to know a city
from an aerial position, as if the
whole town were somehow subter
ranean. Only three things were
higher than the rooftops:the market,
the cathedral and Santa Anita. Santa
Anita was a hill, no more than that. It
was as if somehow in building the
city, in hewing out its roads and
blocks and public areas, the Span
iards had forgotten to remove one of
the hills; had burrowed around the
mountain until it was too late, and
Santa Anita had to stand alone while
the town moved on. It was mud gray
and unremarkable in and of itself.
Teeming with houses onits sides and
obviously populated as fully as the
rest of the town, it appeared from a
distance to have no discernible
contours, and I certainly had no
interest in it.
One afternoon I got on the wrong
lorry by mistake. Jostling among all
the chickens and chicos on board,
fighting for my seat with two goats
on their way to god-knows-where,
and trying desperately to see
through all the crepe paper flowers,
icons and fetishes with which the
Mexicans decorate every vehicle
they own, I finally managed to look
out of a window. We were closer to
Santa Anita than I had ever been be
fore. Driving around the base in a
wild careen, we slowed just enough
for me to see that the whole hill itself
was walled off from the rest of the
town and that there was a space of
maybe twenty or thirty feet between
the street and the wall; a kind of
forbidding area in which no plants
grew, no people were and onto which
no buildings opened. There was only

one road leading from the street learned to hit a hole in the bathroom
through the opening in the wall and floor and to share one towel with the
once inside, it visibly narrowed to a family, but I had won a kind of
foot path. A cart trail appeared to rapport that allowed me to ask with
ascend from the road up the back out offending. So I asked about Santa
side of the mountain and was itself Anita. For the first time in days,
also walled on both sides to a height Sophia clammed up on me. "Prohiof some three and a half or four feet. bido."
The whole was much too narrow to
I asked Pepe, and while he was
admit anything other than the smal more loquacious than his mother, he
lest donkey cart. From the instant of was not much more informative. It
that quick glance, Santa Anita was not safe...no place for the
became an annoyance to me, a senora, a place he would never go.
nagging sensation of something not No, he had never been inside Santa
met or completed.
Anita, nor had his friends. Since
I made my way safely back home Pepe was a flaming Communist, a
by simply staying on the lorry til it leader of the youth movement in
had gone full-circle, as all lorries the town, plainly possessed of quite
tend to do. I got off where I had a number of weapons and totally
begun and joined my Mexican fearless as far as I could tell, I
landlady for evening mass. Sitting chewed on this last fact for quite a
among the dozens of the faithful while.
who, like us, streamed through those
Sometimes there are questions,
massive doors each evening at dusk, unresolved issues, which simply can
looking two hundred feet down the not be left alone. They become stum
aisle to the barely visible altar where bling blocks to the mind, preventing

ILLUSTRATION BY DICKIE STAFFORD

the town had buried its priests for
four centuries in a common grave
below the chancel floor, mesmer
ized in the candlelight by the gold
and brocade on the gowns of the
Virgin and the saints, all I could
really see was the mud-gray hill, the
uncrossed space and the foot path
into Santa Anita.
Sophia, my landlady, was a beau
tiful woman, a widow trying to rear
two children, a son born two months
after his father's death and a
slightly older daughter equally as
beautiful as her mother. Taking in
boarders was Sophia's way of buying
the luxuries of life and I speci
fically was there so she could plumb
water to her kitchen. Her last guest
had made it possible for her to buy a
sink and set it in place; I was the
price of getting water into it. Once
she had explained tome in very care
ful terms why I was there and both
how much and how little my pres
ence meant, we got on famously. I
never assumed I was loved by any of
the family; Inever ate more than was
set on my plate and only in the
mornings did I take the proffered one
cup of coffee. In the course of the
three or four weeks I had been there,
I had already lost twelve pounds,
frozen to death every single night,

any other thought or action until they
are themselves dealt with. So one
late July afternoon I caught the lorry,
deliberately this time, and rode to
within a block of the Santa Anita wall
before I got off. When the lorry had
pulled away, I walked toward Santa
Anita, up to the no-man's-land at the
foot of the hill, across the space and
passed through the wall. I was
afraid. It was one of the few times I
have ever been truly afraid, one of
the few times when my mind totally
rejected what my emotions were
compelling me to do. I climbed for
what seemed hours, passed hovel
after hovel and in total quiet. It was
the quiet which was most painful.
The Mexicans are a noisy people,
but here even the chickens, pecking
in the little doorway clearings, made
no noise. The children whom I could
plainly see standing, hands behind
them, inside the open doorways,
made no sound. Nothing moved
except an occasional dog. I passed
two stores which apparently were the
only ones on the hill. There were no
signs, no windows, just the word
tienda etched on the front wall. As
I walked past the second store, it
dawned on me that nowhere was
there any wash hung out to dry and
that bothered me more than the
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quietness and the staring children. I my right, grabbing the cobblestones
had stupidly left my pocketbook at of the wall and caught a toe-hold, the
home, fearing some sort of attack... man and his cart passing uncon
robbery, I suppose. Now I wished cerned beneath me. Then it was that
earnestly that I had brought it. I felt I looked down from my strange
defenseless without it, as unnatural perch, down over the wall of Santa
as this place. I was caught half-way Anita onto the roof-tops of Saltillo
up and half-way inside a city which below me, onto the Socialist Wor
was inside a city that I had come to ker's Hospital that I had thought
love, and this was a hostile place. It was so ugly with its blue roof and
was prohibido. Looking behind be orange-tiled patio; onto the roof of
down the hill, down the corridor of the cathedral whose parapets I had
houses that blocked all other view I climbed one happy afternoon with
knew that there was no way I could the adventuresome Pepe; onto the
go back, the only way was to push crazy, cockeyed flags and banners
quickly to the top and hope to con flying from every stall in el mercado;
nect with the cart trail down. 1 to the chicos running like microbes in
hurried as unobtrusively as possible the streets way below me; even to
until, almost at the top, I saw the my ill-fated lorries clearly and gar
first wooden building I had seen in ishly visible in the late afternoon
Mexico. Tacked above the door was a sun. The street vendors were moving
small, crude, unpainted wooden their parasols to shade the bright
cross. Almost in a panic from I know avacados and tunas and there was
not what, I ran the last few steps to not one mud-gray thing in all of
the door. Locked. The church was Mexico, save only the wall I was
locked. I am ashamed even now to clinging to...I clung to my place on
say that so great was my terror at the wall until, weary beyond more
that moment that I rammed the door holding, I dropped down and made
with my shoulder and broke in, broke my way home again to Sophia and
in on what was essentially an empty evening mass. She never asked me
room - eight wooden benches, a where I had been and I never offered
plaster-of-paris Virgin, a cross made to explain my absence. In time, of
of two sticks tied together, slipshod course, I came to understand that
and lacking a corpus, a table which * what had so terrified me on the hill of
took to be an altar and a vast Santa Anita was the possibility that
mustiness born of absolute disuse. life might indeed be purposeless
Breathing deeply for a minute or after all. Saltillo, heavy in its ortho
two, I opened the door to look back dox Roman Catholicism, had taken
out on a street that could not have its defeated, its existentially para
cared less. The whole hill had seen lyzed, its depressed and spiritually
me, I was sure, but the whole hill deprived, and built them a sanctu
was dully uninterested. I closed the ary, a haven toward which they had
door behind me, climbed a few more gravitated over the centuries and
feet up the hill to its apex, saw the within which Saltillo had sealed them
cart trail veering off to my left and away, providing both the respite of
without looking in either direction community in their deprivation and
made straight for it. At that point the the rude little church at the top of the
wall on either side of the trail was hill to serve the final necessity of
above my eye-level, making it almost burial. What was prohibido, what
a tunnel. The trail twisted sharply, Sophia and Pepe feared beyond
presumably on its way down the rational articulation, was not the
hillside in the easiest possible rapists, the thieves and murderers I
scent. On both sides of the little had expected to find on the mountain
roadbed sewage ran down the hill in .. .those men all lived down in the
open trenches with me. The stench town with us...what they blanched
was bad, but the impact of watching before was the loss of joy, of struggle
what was flowing by on either side of and of hope, and the paralysis of will
me almost blocked the odor from my which those losses cause.
I never crossed the no-man's-land
mind. Then, as the wall began to
grow lower and the sky more visible, into Santa Anita again nor have I
ever
since traveled into a community
I rounded a bend to see coming up
the hill toward me a burro pulling a of the paralysized, but the horror
cart load of faggots. The man driving remains as vivid today for me as it
it never looked up but drove the was then, and as strong as was
donkey steadily on. I spoke first and Sophia's. I was and is a horror
then halloed, asking him to let me rendered almost to anguish because
pass around him. The walled space we both knew that purposelessness
was too narrow for me to move past can be enticing - that like Odysseus'
the donkey except in the curves, sailors, we all wish to eat the lotus
unless, of course, I was to step off blossoms and dream of nothing. She
into the open trenches on either side. is Roman, I am Anglican, we both
He never acknowledged me nor are human and we both know that
answered, simply beat the burro on Guyana is the ultimate heresy, the
up the hill toward me. As a last final temptation, the ever-present
resort, I stepped over the trench on possibility.
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I ave you ever had to depend on the bus
' system in this city toget someplace by a
I certain time?
I have.
A few months back, when I first took
" up residence in Memphis again, I found
myself needing to go somewhere and having no
way to get there. Ordinarily I would have driven
but the Tennessee Department of Motor Vehicles
was mad at me again. So, having exhausted all my
other resources, (which sure didn't take very
long,) I was forced on several occasions to avail
myself of the services of the Memphis Area
Transit Authority, more commonly known as
MAT A... pronounced as in: "It doesn't MATA
what the schedule says; the bus will be along
when the bus comes along.''
The first ride I contracted with MATA for was
from way down in South Memphis (almost
Mississippi) to downtown. There was a bus stop
nearby my residence and I figured on snagging a
commuter bus there but I couldn't see any point in
standing at the bus stop any longer than I had to
so I called the MATA information number in the
phone book to see what time I should be at the
rendezvous point. It was the wise thing to do and I
am, at times, surprisingly wise.
The phone was answered by a recording which
informed me that all of MATA's operators were
occupied at the moment but just as soon as one
could tear herself away from what she was doing,
she'd be more than happy to counsel with me
about my problem. I waited for five minutes, got
frustrated, hung up and called back. Same
recording. I stayed on hold for a few more minutes
and presently a voice came on the line.
"Can I help you?" said the voice, (not MAY I
help you?, indicating that she'd be happy to help
out if it was all right with me, but CAN I help
you?...indicating that the issue was in doubt. I
didn't know it at the time but that was my first
clue as to what was in store for me.)
"I'd like to know what time the next bus will be
coming by Highway 61 and Clement, please," I
said, being more polite than anyone who had just
spent eight minutes on hold had any reason to be.
"Highway 51 and Norton?" the operator asked.
"No, no...Highway 61 and .Clement," I
corrected her.
"I see. And what did you want to know about
that?"
"I wanted to know what time the next bus will
be by there so I can catch it."

"Well...where are you going?"
"Oh, I'm sorry," I said, feeling foolish. "I
guess you would need to know that, wouldn't you?
I'm going to Memphis."
. "Where?"
"Memphis,"
I
repeated.
"Downtown
Memphis."
"Oh...you mean Mefis...you want to go down
town?"
"That was my plan, yes."
"Oh...and you are...where are you again?"
"I'm at Highway 61 and Clement." I told her
again.
"Is that anywhere near Shelby Drive?"
"Why, I really don't know. I'm new around
here, you see, and I'm not very famil..."
"Never mind. I found it."
"Wonderful!" I thought to myself.
"The next bus will be there at...let's see...at
8:35."
I looked at my watch. It was 7:36. It had been
over ten minutes since I'd first called.
'I bet they come by every hour, don't they?"
'That's right," said the operator. "How did
you know that?"
"Lucky guess," I sighed, hanging up.
The bus did not come at 8:35. It did not come at
8:45 either, or even at 8:55. I don't know whether
it made it by 9:05 or not -1was already walking by
then. I do know, however, that when it passed me,
standing on the curb, waving and shouting at it
that it was 9:22.
I walked on for a while. I didn't know how
ridiculously far it is from almost Mississippi to
downtown Memphis back in those days and I
figured I could make the trip on foot in an hour or
so. I slowly (very slowly) began to dawn on me
that the facts were otherwise and after a while I
surrendered. I stopped at the next bus stop I came
to and preceded, once again, to wait for the bus. It
wasn't so bad. It was a nice day and I wasn't in a
real big hurry and I'd been meaning to get around
to reading War and Peace for some time. Finally a
bus showed up.
I was surprised when I got on board. I didn't
know then, as I do now, that one of the main
functions of the MATA is simply to shuffle black
people around from one part of the city to another
so they never have a chance to get organized.
I felt like a chicklet in a bowlful of raisins.
EVERYBODY was black! The little old ladies,
the children, the teenagers, the working men, the
matrons, the driver...and everybody was talking
too...at the same time.
And I couldn't understand a single one of them!

T

hat disturbed me because, you see, I
needed to understand them. I needed to
ask one of them a question. I had never
been to downtown Memphis all by
myself before and therefore I had no
idea where to getoff the bus so I could get where I
wanted to go. I had planned on finding out that
information from a friendly fellow-passenger
along the way. So I tried that. But it didn't work
out the way I'd hoped. There was a plump,
pleasant-looking black woman in the seat behind
me so I turned to her to ask my question:
"Excuse me, mam...I'm trying to get to
Poplar and Danny Thomas. Does this bus go
anywhere near there?"
"Ungfrisssuhmuhpopantdntmas," she replied,
smiling broadly.
"Yep," I nodded, smiling back, "THAT'S
WHERE I'm headed all right...right there to old
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Poplar and Danny Thomas."
"Goosagofapatongaplananubit?" she asked.
"You bet!" I said, still nodding.
I'd had conversations like that before in Japan
and nothing ever came of them so I decided to go
ask the driver.
"Excuse me, Sir," I said, after careening my
way to the front of the bus.
"Uh huh," said the driver.
' 'I'mtrying to get to Poplar and Danny Thomas,
you see, and I was wondering if you could tell me
the best place to get off?"
"Yogonplurpldntymsyugnneeddatrefrytrns? "
said the driver.
"You bet!" I said, sitting down.
I finally got where I was going that day; not by
the most direct route, but I got there. It was quite
an educational trip, taken all around. I got to see
most of the city, I got to ride 12 busses and I
learned a couple of things to boot. One thing I
learned was where Poplar and Danny Thomas
was. Another thing I learned was not to rely on the
Memphis Area Transit Authority ever again. I
made up my mind that I would rather walk, next
time, than to try to figure out the bus system in
this town.
I kept to that decision too...for a while. And
then one Saturday I happened to find myself on
the outskirts of Germantown, by the Kirby Woods
Mall, needing to get to Lamar and Airways as
soon as I could. I can't remember, now, what I
needed to go from Germantown to Lamar and
Airways for that day. I suppose I just needed the
cultural shock. Anyway, there I was at Kirby
Woods Mall and Lamar and Airways was awaaaay
over there and the only transportation available to
me, other than my feet, was the good old MATA.
I'm no fool...I chose my feet.

I walked all the way to Poplar and Perkins
before I gave up that time. I didn't feel too bad.
After all, Diana Nyad didn't make her trip either
and neither did Magellen. It was against my
principles to quit but it was August and it was 96
degrees and I wasn't sure of my direction anyway
and I just couldn't hold out any longer. Principles
are fine things and I think everybody should stick
to them...as long as they don't make you
uncomfortable. I decided to catch a bus.
There was no bench (there never are any
benches) on my side of the intersection that day so
I stood along side the bus stop for about 20
minutes and, sure enough, one came along. It
stopped for me and I stepped onto the first step
and smiled (as best I could) up at the driver. He
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was one of those men you may have run into from
time to time who never stops talking, just so long
as somebody else is talking at the same time.
When you start; they start. When you shut up;sc
do they. You can hear them all the time in the
background on religious radio programs. I began:
"Excuse me, Sir. I'm not sure if this is the right
bus or not..."
"Yeah, dis here de ri' bus all ri'..."
' 'but I'm trying to get to Lamar and Airways...''
"No, doan go near dere. Dis bus doan go near
no Lamar and Airway..."
"...so if you could just tell me the number of the
bus that does go..."
"Dis here de '60' bus. You doan wan' de '60
bus..."
"near Lamar and Airways, then I'd be happy to
wait here for it."
"...Naw...you doan want dis bus...you wan' dat
mufflegrubber bus," said the driver, squeezing
me off the bus with the door and accelerating

exactly like the kind of person who rode the bus
every day of her life just for the pure hell of it. I
was sure she could provide me with the
information I needed. I put on that friendly,
disarming smile that I always use for old people
and walked toward her, catching her eye.
Excuse me, mam, but I was wondering if you
could tell..."
AIN'T NO LOVE IN THIS OLD WORLD
'CEPT JESUS!!" she screamed at me. The impact
of that explosion, combined with the wild look in
her eye, knocked me onto my back on the sidewalk
and I laid there helpless as a paraphlegic turtle as
she closed in on me.
"AIN'T NO LOVE BUT JESUS IN THIS
WHOLE MISERABLE WORLD! YOU KNOW
THAT? MY DERN SISTER DONE PERTENDED
TO FAINT IN THAT STORE YONDER. BEEN
PERTENDIN' TO FAINT EVER DAY OF HER
LIFE AND THERE SHE GOES A-FAINTIN'
RIGHT THERE IN THAT STORE IN FRONTA
ALL THEM PEOPLE! NEVER DONE NOTHIN'
IN HER LIFE BUT EMBARASS ME AND PUT
ME TO SHAME!"
She was standing right over me now, circling
and swooping with every sentence. I closed my
eyes and tucked up my legs, hoping that it would
be over with quickly and that I wouldn't suffer
much.
"JUST LIKE THAT NO GOOD HUSBAND OF
MINE WHAT RUN OFF WITH THAT COOK
FROM OVER TO THE STEAK AND EGG. RUN
OFF TO RENO SOMAWHERES. YOU KNOW
WHAT I SAID TO THAT NO GOOD DOG LAST
TIME I SEEN HIM? I SAID 'YES, YOU TALK
I didn't know how long it would take for the ABOUT LOVE ALL THE TIME BUT BELIEVE
mufflegrubber bus to show up but it was YOU ME ONEA THESE DAYS IT GONNA COME

murderously hot and I was tired of standing in
sun so I looked around for some shade. There

wasn't very much. In fact, the only shade in the
vicinity was underneath the trailer of a semi truck
that was parked in the lot of a nearby gas station.
It looked cool under that trailer, but it also looked
ridiculous. I debated about it for a while and lost. I
went over and crawled underneath the trailer
feeling like a displaced refugee.
I tried to be inconspicuous sitting under there
but I never have been very good at being
inconspicuous and the very first person who
walked by saw me under there and stopped. She
was a well-dressed, obviously well-to-do, middleaged, white woman. She bent over with her hand
on her knees and smiled at me.
"Well, well...what are we doing under there?
she said, talking to me like I was a poodle. I
decided to ignore her.
"Aren't we afraid that we'll get our little
pantsies all dirty sitting under there in all that
greasy?"
Ignoring her, I realized, didn't cut it.
"I'm waiting for a bus," I grumbled.
"Oh, so we're waiting for the bussy, are we?
Well, don't we think that the best place to wait for
the bussy would be over at the bussy stop and not
under this nasty old trucky?"
I started to tell her that not only was I
decorated veteran of the Vietnamese War, but
that I was also 31 goddamned years old, six feet,
two inches tall and had warrants out for me in 12
states.
But I didn't.
I crawled out from under the trucky wucky and
headed back to the bussy stop. There was another
lady waiting at the bus stop when I got there. She
too was white, about 65 years old and looked

ILLUSTRATION by KEN HAGENBACK

TO YOU THAT THERE AIN'T NO LOVE IN THIS
WHOLE ROTTEN WORLD BUT. . . "

Suddenly she was gone! I eased one eye open
just in time to see her getting on the muffle
grubber bus as it pulled away.
"JESUS!" I said.
waited there for another hour or so for it
to come again but it never showed up.
Lots of other buses came and went, but
not that one. It seemed tome as if a bus
came by every five minutes or so but
they always had some strange destination exposed
over the windshield like "Garfield" or Dreamboat Creek" or Dumpleditty Row" or something
like that. None of them seemed to be heading to
Lamar and Airways. After a while I realized that I
had begun to recognize the drivers. Some of them
had come by a few times while I was standing
there.A few of them even started waving to me
like I was an old friend. Finally I got fed up and
decided that I was going to catch the next bus that
came by no matter where it was going. I just wan
ted to get away from Poplar and Perkins and I
didn't care at all where else I went. It didn't mat
ter if the next bus never came within range of
Lamar and Airways! I didn't care if it was the
mufflegrubber bus or not! I didn't care if it was
the '60' bus or a Greyhound bus or a school bus or
a Sheriff's Department bus on its way to the penal
farm. BY GOD, I was going to catch it!
I spent another half an hour waiting...not a bus
to be seen. Finally, after checking down the street
a long way, I ran over to the gas station to get a
cold drink and three busses roared by before the
Coke machine even had a chance to cheat me. I
have no idea where they came from!
I returned to the bus stop, determined not to
leave it ever again. Another half hour went by and

I
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I strolled down the street a half a block or so, just
to pass the time. The first thing I saw when I
turned to head back was a bus going by me. The
driver waved and smiled.
"Ho, ho," I thought. "I'm beginning to catch
on to this little game!"

I waited at the bus stop a few more minutes and
then, very deliberately, I stood up and stretched
my arms above my head.
"Ho hum," I said aloud. "Believe I'll take me a
little walk." I turned and nonchalantly walked
directly away from the bus stop for about 25 yards,
then quick as a wink Iturned and raced back. The
bus and I got there at the same time. The driver
was the same one Ihad talked to in the first place.
He was going to Lamar and Airways.

' Trsiadibblemugepaw," I said cockily as I
dropped my money in the coin box.

"You bet!" he sighed.
I've only tried to ride the bus once since then. I
was in downtown Memphis trying to get back to
almost Mississippi again. It was cold. It was dark.
It was raining and, to top it all off, I had just had
another fight with my only surviving girlfriend. I
was in an ugly mood and the prospect of going a
couple of more rounds with the Memphis Area
Transit Authority wasn't beautifying that mood
any. But I had no choice. I trotted across Second
Street and took shelter in one of those little
transparent outhouses they have there, preparing
myself for a long wait. A bus hissed up out of the
gloom almost immediately. The door opened. I
sighed and went into my act:
"Excuse me, Sir. I'm not sure if this is the right
bus or not but I need to..."
"Where you goin?" smiled the bus driver.
"Er...well...actually, I'm going all the way
down Third Street, almost to Mississippi...to
Highway 61 and Clement."
"In dat case, you in luck. Das just where I'm
headed. Hop on in."
I hesitated. "Yeah...but you're going to be
wandering all over South Memphis, aren't
you...through the projects and down back streets
and everything like that, huh? Probably take two
or three hours at least to get there, huh?"
"Nope," said the driver. "Dis here de express.
Only makes 10 stops. Oughta have you dere
in.. .oh, 20 minutes or so. Hop on in son. It coldout
dere!"
I stepped off the steps back onto the sidewalk,
pulled up my jacket collar and began walking
southward in the freezing rain.
Who the hell did he think he was fooling?
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• RICHARD SOMAN-

This month the Dixie Flyer focuses on Dr. Richard
Sidman with selections from his recent exhibit at
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery.
Originally from Cambridge, Mass., Sidman received
degrees from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville in

Sunday Call

Masque

JANUARY 1979

1965, and in Memphis in 1970 where he practiced
dentistry for the past eight years.
"Doc," who has specialized in concert and enter
tainment photography for several years during his
spare time, recently traded the buzz of his dentist drill
for the snap of a shutter. From Jagger to Dylan, many
of Sidman's pictures have graced the pages of the Dixie
Flyer since the first edition.
The title of the Brooks exhibit was "Looking Around
(A Cerebral Potpourri)," and as Sidman explains, it
was "another aspect of the increasingly popular
Snapshot Aesthetic.
"Unlike many exhibitions, this neither develops a
theme nor is an essay of any sort. Each image is sing
ular, gives its own energy, and asks nothing of the
viewer but enjoyment."
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Hostile Stranger

Our thoughts at this publication
date are with staff photographer
Richard Sidman, who was suddenly
taken ill and remains in critical
condition. Richard is a very special
person to us here at the Flyer; his
presence and his art have been, and
will continue to be. a source of in
spiration to us all.
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A ny Cabinet Minister in Paris, if
taken aside and threatened with his
/ H life, will admit that there is a colony
A. JL of Werewolves living under the
floorboards of the Louvre, and that these manbeasts are officially maintained to be set upon
American tourists and ill use them, once all their
money is gone.
"The wise tourist will not run out of money,,
but failing that, he will equip himself with a
French-English Phrase Book that will enable him,
when the time comes, to thumb quickly to the ex
act entry, then call out the French for 'Citizens! To
my aid! I am beset by furry knaves!'
Unfortunately, thpre is no such specialized
French-English Phrase Book in existence.
from TRAVELS WITH A PORCHBAT
by Amanda Budley-Spuggs
1897

Paris has changed since Miss Budley-Spuggs
wrote about it. There is no longer any real

communicate something unusual.
They work well enough, for the Christian mis
sionary who wears white socks with a dark suit
and who wants directions to a few nice tombs,
where the dust is not too bad, and where he can
buy'a crockery souvenir, but they will not help the
man who is looking for that which convention pro
hibits his asking after at home.
I WOULD LIKE A CHILD OF EITHER SEX,
AROUND TWELVE OR THIRTEEN YEARS OLD.
In the days when the only Americans travel
ing were rich brewers who behaved themselves, a
phrase book with the French for WHERE IS THE
BATHROOM? was satisfactory, even though the
Frenchman, hearing the phrase spoken, some
times thought the American was saying I'D LIKE
TO TAKE YOU TO A SMALL ROOM AND GET
YOU WET, and, unless he found the prospect ex
citing, would usually call a policeman.
Today, with reduced air fares and easy-to-get
Credit Cards, a baser sort of American is traveling
and the old style phrase books will not do, for they
do not contain the questions he wants to ask or the
statements he wants to make.
What is needed today is a French-English
Phrase Book that contains, for instance, a selec
tion of phrases to be used in bribing persons in au
thority and for avoiding theconsequences of social
relations.
YOU SAY SHE IS ONLY ELEVEN? BUT SHE
LOOKS MUCH OLDER! IT WAS SHE HERSELF
WHO SUGGESTED I BIND HER IN HARNESS
LEATHER AND TICKLE HER RIBS WITH A
BATTERY POWERED APPLIANCE. HOW
MUCH TO FORGET THE WHOLE SORDID AF
FAIR? I AM AN AMERICAN MILLIONAIRE
AND MY CHECK IS GOOD.
The cliches common to whole groups of

some good family, will want to be able to say YOU
NEEDN'T OPEN THE GUEST BEDROOM FOR
ME. I CAN SLEEP OUTSIDE WITH ROVER.
The physician, with a general practice in Den
ver, when asked to provide emergency treatment
to save a man's life, will want to be able to say
YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO LET HIM DIE! MY
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE DOES NOT APPLY
IN THIS COUNTRY.
A touring psychiatrist, when asked by a
Frenchman to examine a swelling on his arm, will
need I'M A CRAZY DOCTOR! WHAT YOU GOT
IS BOILS!
Spies generally speak the language of the
country to which they are assigned, but it is possi
ble that a newly emerged nation, with an economy
based on elephant ivory, and with a low budget for
espionage, will be forced to hire an American who
does not speak French to spy for them in Paris.
He may need to ask directions before he can
dispose of his instructions. WHICH WAY TO THE
PUBLIC INCINERATOR? Or he may want to say I
AM IN TOWN TO SUBORN THE MINISTER OF
TOURISM. CAN YOU DIRECT ME TO HIS RESI
DENCE? or I AM HERE TO PHOTOGRAPH THE
NAVAL DEFENSES ALONG THE COASTAL
PLAIN. DOES THIS ROAD TAKE ME TO DIEP
PE? or a blatant CAN YOU DIRECT ME TO THE
NEAREST MILITARY INSTALLATION?
Anyone who deals with waiters in France will
have to be able to progress from I BELIEVE, MY
MAN, THAT I AM DUE FIFTEEN HUNDRED
FRANCS IN CHANGE to SEE HERE, YOU FLOR
AL SCENTED BRIGAND, YOU HAVE SHORT
CHANGED ME FIFTEEN HUNDRED FRANCS to
GIVE ME MY CHANGE AT ONCE OR I SHALL
RUN YOU THROUGH!
And what of the sadist who finds himself in a

Can you direct me, Monsieur,
to a house of call?
John Fergus Ryan

cranks, such as joggers, physical culturists and
health food faddists, should be included as well.
YOU OUGHT TO LOSE SOME OF THAT
FAT GUT, FELLA! WHAT YOU OUGHT TO GET
These days, Saw Tooth Buzzards, large, ill- IS MORE EXERCISE! LET'S GO DOWN TO THE
tempered birds with long red necks, roost nightly GYM AND WORK OUT! RUNNING MAKES
along the grand avenues, and, in response to sig YOUR HEART STRONGER! YOU CAN'T QUIT
nals from a Concessionaire licensed by the gov YET! YOU AIN'T EVEN BROKE A SWEAT! I
ernment, swoop down on the penniless American
EAT NOTHING BUT RYE GRASS AND SEED
tourists, and, at beak point, rob them of small val
PODS. I CAN BENCH PRESS THREE HUNDRED
uables, such as cigarette lighters, ball point pens,
POUNDS. EVERY MORNING I RUB SNOW ON
and Elvis Presley memorabilia.
MY CHEST AND JOG BACKWARDS FOR
In other ways, too, the city is different.
THREE MILES. COFFEE IS POISON. SUGAR IS
The afternoon rain is now piped in, the flow POISON. WHITE BREAD IS POISON.
ers are Made in Japan, and two policemen and an
official court photographer lurk behind every ki
young art student, wandering
osk.
through the Bohemian Quarter, will
Still, Americans continue to visit Paris, and
need YOU'RE LOVELY! WHAT IS
unless they speak French, they will have to rely on
YOUR GENDER? and the young
the traditional French-English Phrase Books to
male
lingerie
salesman from St. Louis, given to
make themselves understood.
However, as Miss Budley-Spuggs pointed curious but harmless misdoings with big dogs,
out, these books are of no use to one who wishes to when taken to the country for a weekend with

from werewolves, although, now and again, one is
seen lounging at Longchamps, eating an ice and
pretending to read the racing papers.

A

hotel room with a trussed-up masochist, but lack
ing certain paraphanalia? ROOM SERVICE?
SEND UP A QUART OF MOLASSES AND AN
ANTHILL.
Latent sandal wearers, with traces of the
Choirmaster's Syndrome, when seeking out their
fellows, will need to be able to tell the cab driver
TAKE ME TO A YOUNG STEAM ROOM and the
docile young man, anxious to hire on as foot slave
to a dominant Amazon, will need I'M HERE TO
REPLACE THE HOUSEBOY WHO ESCAPED
LAST WEEK.

P

eople with unusual occupations or
distinctions will want to boast about
them to Frenchmen they meet in
bars. I AM THE WORLD'S OLDEST
HORSE DOCTOR. I HAVE A GOOD LIKENESS
OF W. A. MOZART TATTOOED ON MY BACK. I
HOLD THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR EATING
WATERMELON. I WAS ONCE BITTEN ON THE
HIP BY A SMOKEY MOUNTAIN BLACK BEAR,

i
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AND AS A CONSEQUENCE, WEAR A FOAM
RUBBER APPLIANCE WHEN DRESSED FOR
THE EVENING. I ONCE FELL OUT OF AN AIR
PLANE WITHOUT A PARACHUTE AND LIVED
TO TELL THE TALE BECAUSE I LANDED IN A
LARGE PILE OF RIPE FIGS. FIGS ARE GREAT
FOR BREAKING A FALL.
The junkie, in need of a fix, will be obliged to
address a stranger in the road and say I AM AN
AMERICAN DRUG ADDICT. CAN YOU DIRECT
ME TO A PURVEYOR OF OPIUM DERIVA
TIVES?
An American police officer, vacationing along
the Riviera, accidentally witnesses a particularly
savage murder. After apprehending the killer, he
will want to say to him IF YOU WILL GIVE ME
TEN DOLLARS IN SMALL BILLS, I WILL FOR
GET WE HAVE MET.
The tourist who buys a used overcoat from a
vendor in the Flea Market, takes it to his hotel,
and finds a severed human finger in the side pock
et, will want to return to the vendor and say I
WISH TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO SOME
THING UNUSUAL.
A man who works for a United States Govern
ment Agency, when asked by a Frenchman to ex
plain what he does for a living, will need I INITI
ATE MEMORANDA and the Public Accountant
from Waco, Texas, who visits a specialized man
sion, way down a back street, will need to be able
to say to the patron I WANT TO BE TROD UPON
BY A THREE HUNDRED POUND NEGRESS.
An Arkansas farmer, at the Paris Zoo, will
want to turn to the Parisian standing next to him
in the Monkey House and say THAT ONE WITH
THE BLUE BOTTOM IS THE SPITTEN IMAGE
OF MY WIFE'S SECOND COUSIN, ONCE RE
MOVED.
Another man, plagued by phantasy, will want
to stop a police officer and whisper I AM BEING
FOLLOWED BY A LARGE WATER SPRITE
WHO IS EATING SPAGHETTI OUT OF A THER
MOS. HE MEANS TO DO ME A CORPORAL
HURT.
A Detroit cab driver, eager to impress a
French gangster he meets in Marseilles, will want
to say I AM A BIG SHOT IN THE TEAMSTERS
UNION and a Southern sheriff, talkingto a French
sportsman about hunting water fowl, will need I
REGULARLY TAKE DUCKS IN EXCESS OF THE
DAILY BAG LIMIT.
The former college professor, fired by the
University because of alcoholism, and now re
duced to loitering in Paris tap rooms and mooch
ing drinks, will need I WILL GRADE PAPERS IN
EXCHANGE FOR A BOTTLE OF BEER.
A music student, who seeks treatment for a
venereal disease picked up in Paris, will need to
be able to say I BELIEVE I GOT IT FROM
TOUCHING A DOOR KNOB. EITHER THAT, OR
FROM PICKING WILD FLOWERS ALONG THE
AVENUE GENERAL PERSHING.
An American eccentric, well known in Chica
go for his campaign to put pants on horses, may
want to stop a man cantering through the bois and
say to him YOUR HORSE'S GENITALS, SIR, ARE
A DISGRACE! I DEMAND THAT YOU RETURN
TO THE STABLES AND HAVE HIM FIT FOR A
PAIR OF SAILCLOTH BRITCHES!

A

football coach from the Southeastern
Conference, upon being seated at a
table in Paris' most exclusive restau
rant, will tuck the napkin into his col

lar and then need to say to the waiter BRING ME
YOUR REGULAR PLATE LUNCH, A MEAT,
THREE VEGETABLES, AND A BOTTLE OF JAX
BEER.
The bearded rascal, wearing a beret, dirty
blue jeans and sandals, will want to tell the desk
clerk at the Ritz I AM A FAMOUS AMERICAN
POET! MY POEMS HAVE APPEARED IN SNIT,
WEEPING RAG AND TAR BABYl HOW DARE
YOU ASK IF I CAN PAY!
American evangelists will need to be able to
ask for love offerings of bank notes and jewels and
a Boston Irishman, seeing crowds enter the Ballet,
will need THAT STUFF'S FOR SISSIES!
A transvestite, the toast of George's Club in
Memphis, enters a Paris bar dressed in high fa
shion and is ignored by the bartender. He will
want to say, either, BACK HOME I AM A FA
MOUS DRAG QUEEN or WHO DOES A GIRL
HAVE TO SCREW AROUND HERE TO GET A
DRINK?
Psychopaths will need YOU DON'T LIKE
ME, DO YOU? WHY ARE YOU LOOKING AT
ME LIKE THAT? I HEAR VOICES CALLING ME
TO ACTS OF VIOLENCE and I'D LIKE TO SET
THIS WHOLE TOWN AFIRE!
A clergyman from Tulsa will need I AM
LOOKING FOR EITHER A WHIPPING PARLOR
OR A PLACE THAT SELLS AMERICAN ROOTBEER IN FROSTED MUGS.
The businessman from Omaha, who commit
ted the perfect crime, will, in time, be driven to
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boast about it. I KNOW THE WHEREABOUTS
OF DR. WILLIAMS. I PUT HIS BODY IN THE
CONCRETE BATCHING PLANT AND NOW
HE'S PART OF THE HIGH STREET SEAWALL.
n old lady, a well known cat poisoner in
/% Little Rock, gets the urge to poison a
few in Paris and will need to tell her
1 .^supplier I WANT A QUARTER POUND
OF YOUR BEST ARSENIC AND ENOUGH
GROUND BEEF TO MAKE IT UP INTO FIF
TEEN PILLS THE SIZE OF GOLF BALLS.
The fallen graduate of some good school in
the South, once a promising Divine, but now re
duced to breaking into expensive luggage, steal
ing and pawning the valuables, when taken in the
act will want to be able to explain AS ONE GEN
TLEMAN TO ANOTHER, I AM AFRAID I HAVE
INADVERTENTLY FORCED THE LOCK ON
YOUR VALISE.
And finally, the pert young stenographer
from Atlanta, when asked by a Frenchman to per
form an unnatural act upon him, will want to say
THAT AIN'T MY BAG, PIERRE. I WON'T EVEN
GO DOWN ON AN ELEVATOR!
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"So you want to be a rock 'n roll star?
Now listen man, to what I say
Go and buy an electric guitar and take some
time and learn how to play
And when your hair is right and your pants
are tight
It's gonna be alright.
What'd you pay for your riches and fame?
Was it all a strange game, you 're a little insane
The money that came and the public acclaim
Don't forget what you are
You're a rock 'n roll star. "*

DIXIE FLYER

N WHICH ALEX CHILTON HAS A #1
RECORD, MAKES SOME MONEY
AND BECOMES MEMPHIS'
BEST KEPT MUSICAL
SECRET

•So You Want to be a Rock 'n Roll Star Copyrlght.1966 R. McGuInn and C.

/
\^|hen Alex Chilton was 16 years old, he
flpfeBQwir nnt a couple of hit records, became a
II teenage radio star, raked in lots of cash,
quit the Box Tops and went to New
York to start all over again. A year
later, he and three other Memphis
musicians, collectively known as Big Star,
produced two albums for the Stax organization
that are now recognized by rock critics as one of
the more important musical statements of the
seventies. At age 28, Chilton now commutes back
and forth to New York, plays Max's Kansas City
and CBGB's comes back home with a few dollars
in his pocket, hangs out at the bars, makes a fool
of himself when the mood prevails, and effectively
thumbs his nose at the local music establishment.
It is an adversary relationship that has made
Chilton an object of controversy in the community
and an enigma to local music fans, many or whom
still think Big Star is a supermarket chain. Other
than the financial rewards, why does he choose
the New York circuit? ''They don't kick you off the
stage up there," he says, referring to an episode
at this past summer's Beale Street Music Festival.
' 'Things like people kickingme off the stage at the
blues festival, when I had all the little niggers up
jumping and jiving is ridiculous," says Chilton.
"People are afraid to see audiences get too rowdy
around here because I can make an audience get
up and scream."
In 1967, Chilton joined a group calling
themselves Ronnie and the DeVilles and recorded
"The Letter" at American Studios for Chips
Moman, Dan Penn and Bell Records. Released on
Bell's subsidiary label, Mala, the tune went to the
top spot on both American and British pop charts
and eventually sold 7 million copies. With the
unexpected commercial success of "The Letter"
as a catalyst, it was only a matter of time before
the boys in the band began to lose their musical
identities to that great mass of producers,
managers and promoters that weso fondly refer to
as the record biz. "When we cut 'The Letter',"
Chilton explains, "it was just our little band doing
it, and I felt it was good. I'm still real proud of it.
As soon as it became §1, those big producers in
town said, 'Oh well, we'll just put studio
musicians with you now. These guys aren't good
enough.' I really wanted to quit right after we had
the first record," he says. "I think, looking back
on it, that would have been a really sound move."

By Gordon Alexander
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Why did he stick with the group? "I was young
and kinda scared. I felt like an amateur. I was
looking for guidance from my parents and all they
said was, 'these guys know what they're doing.' I
stayed against my better judgement."
Over the next few years, Chilton cut two more
hit singles with the Box Tops, "Cry Like a Baby"
and "SoulDeep," in addition to a few moderately
successful records, but became increasingly
dissatisfied with Moman and Penn's musical
dictatorship. Aiming for a niche in the bubblegum
market, Chilton's producers served up an endless
supply of schlock rock that possibly sunk to its
lowest plateau with the 1968 release of a
god-awful tune called "Sweet Cream Ladies
Forward March.'' ' 'They presented me with songs
and I had no choice but to do them,'' says Chilton.
"It was just all their trip.'' You'd think a kid might
lose his ability to laugh in the face of such a
deteriorating relationship, but quite to the
contrary, Alex's sense of humor was, and still is,
one of his most endearing qualities. Once, in 1969,
he and fellow prankster Terry Manning penned a
spoof of the current Grass Roots' single,
"Midnight Confessions." Thinly disguised as a
teenage love ballad called "Twilight Conces
sions,' ' the two made a demo of the tune and gave
it to the group. They liked it. Picture the Roots of
fering their heartfelt regrets for being unable to
use the composition in their next recording
session. Picture Terry and Alex on the other end
of the phone, grinning ear to ear.
lthough he admits that he took a lot of
speed when he was 17, bought an
electric guitar and sat around playing
songs like "You're Lost Little Girl" by
the Doors for 8 hours at a time, Chilton
didn't play much guitar with the Box
Tops, but did begin writing a few tunes in the late
sixties, some of which were included in the
group's later Lp's. In 1970, he called it quits, re
treating to the safety of his parents' garage apart
ment. Coincidently, Chilton's royalty checks dried
up the moment he quit the touring band, pilfered,
he suggests, by either the group's manager, Roy
Mack, Chips Moman or Arista Records. After
' 'hanging around for about 4 months,'' he decided
to go to New York. ''I wanted to get to the point of
proficiency and confidence in singing and playing
...to where I didn't need a band," he says. "I
wanted to be able to go to a town anytime I wanted
with a guitar in my hand and go into a club and get
a job." Alternating between apartments in the
Village, a room at the Albert Hotel and occasional
trips back home to Memphis, Chilton spent his
time writing, playing acoustic guitar, and making
infrequent appearances at neighborhood clubs,
which were used as testing grounds for his new
compositions. "In New York I was groping around
a lot, trying to find my muse," he explains. "I'm
still groping around quite a lot, but I'm a lot closer
to it now." With no band behind him and no
airplay to half-heartedly suggest that he was a ce
lebrity, Chilton suffered the familiar pangs of in-
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security and terror that accompany a falling star's
realization that he is just another face in the
crowd. "I would tremble a lot when I got on
stage," he confesses.
"In New York I was groping
around a lot, trying to find my muse. I'm still
groping around quite a lot, but I'm closer to
it now. "
Chilton returned to Memphis in 1971 and joined
a trio comprised of Chris Bell on guitar, Andy
Hummel on bass and Jody Stephens on drums.
Calling themselves Big Star, the four began
rehearsals to record an album. "We didn't think
about doing live gigs," says Chilton. "We
thought we were the Beatles and weren't playing
live anymore." The resulting product, which Alex
remembers as ' 'taking three nights a week for a
year" to put on tape, was called #\ Record and
contained 12 songs, for the most part written and
performed by Chilton and Bell. "We cut the basic
tracks with Andy and Jody," Chilton recalls.
"Chris and I did most of the overdubs. I
remember me and Chris working a lot of nights
together; we'd sing togethera lot and Chris would
engineer it all cause I didn't know how to engineer
at that time." A masterful piece of studio
expertise, the clean production techniques and
precise vocal overlays hinted at a sound close to
the Beatle/Byrd/Beach Boy tilt of the axis,
pleasantly surprising many in the music industry
who were trying to recuperate from the heavy
metal school of music popularized years before by
Jimmy Page and Led Zepplin. Sampling the
lyrical content of the album reveals a brilliantly
conceived synthesis of the adolescent values and
matters of the heart we once found cinematically
charming in The Wild One and Rebel Without a
Cause. It was, he explains, "music made by
teenagers for teenagers.'' "Won't you let me walk
you home from school/Won't you let me meet you
by the pool/Maybe Friday I can/Get tickets
for the dance/And I'll take you/Won't you
tell your dad get off my back/Tell him what we
said 'bout Paint It Black/Rock 'n Roll is here to
stay/Come inside where it's o.k./And I'll shake
you/Won't you tell me what you're thinking
of/Would you be an outlaw for my love?/If it's so
then let me know/If it's no then I can go/I won't
make you."
§\ Record found a prominent position in record
collections in major media centers across the
country, but went largely unnoticed in Memphis
and elsewhere due to a lethargic push by its
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distributor, the Stax Organization. A second Lp,
"Radio City," cut without the services of Chris
Bell, followed the same pattern set by the first
album. The group became legends of sorts on both
costs, were highly-touted by the emerging New
Wave press, but again fell victim to distribution
problems which were further hampered by the
ongoing feud between Stax and CBS Records.
Denied access to the record shelves, the elusive
Lp's soon became collectors' items, bringing
anywhere from $40 to $50 in New York and other
cities where Big Star had built up a sizable fan
club. In retrospect, Chilton concedes that the Big
Star material was "nice, but not that nice. I get
sick of hearing so much about them." "It's so
hard for anybody to play what they like in the
record business," he contends. "We were a band
playing what we liked to play. It didn't really
conform to any other corporate crap like
everything else does."
"Things like people kicking me
off the stage at the blues festival, when I had
all the little niggers up jumping and jiving is
ridiculous. People are afraid to see audiences
get too rowdy around here because I can
make an audience get up and scream.
fter bassist Andy Hummel left the
band, Chilton went out on his own,
experimenting with new trends in his
music and playing jobs outside the city
to help pay the rent. In 1975, he cut an
album's worth of tapes with Memphis
producer Jim Dickinson and Big Star drummer
Jody Stephens which, billed as "The Third
Album," were recently released here and in the
U.K. by PVC and Aura Records, respectively.
During theinterim, Alex recorded several Lp's for
New York-based Ork Records, another in a series
of botched business deals that seem to have
plagued Chilton's career. "Terry Orkus," Chilton
explains, "is this big, fat queer in New York who
haunts the avant-garde circuit and keeps Richard
Lloyd in the junk when he can. It was only in
evitable that he would end up with a record label.
Ork said to me, 'Come to New York and we'll take
care of you.' I went to New York; they didn't take
care of me." Tapes made by Chilton here at
Ardent were sold to Orkus and associate Charles
Ball, who ran a thriving mail-order • business
before the partnership fell apart amid a series of
lawsuits by both parties, halting sales of all Ork
product then on the market. "You know, I like
Terry Ork," says Chilton. "I suppose he is a
"Scoundrel. But he's about to get his scene cleaned
up and start again. With that many young boys to
milk records out of, it's a perfect situation."
The summer of 1978 found Chilton rekindling a
long-standing interest in Rockabilly with the for
mation of a performing group called the Yard
Dogs, comprised of Chilton, veteran session man
Richard Rosenbrough and Chris Thomson. Armed
with two acoustic guitars and a snare drum, the
Yard Dogs would belt out a couple of hours of live
50's rock and blues numbers for noonday crowds
on the Mid-America Mall, working the audience
for tips collected in an old brown hat Alex had ac
quired for his new rockabilly look. The hat has
now vanished and so have the Yard Dogs. The
group's lead vocalist is in the process of re-mixing
his first Lp in over 3 years, cut with Dickinson at
Sam Phillips for local release on Sid Selvidge's
Peabody label. An unlikely collage of traditional
tunes like "No More the Moon Shmes on
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Lorena," "Alligator Man," and "I've Had It,"
the album also includes Chilton compositions
'Take Me Home and Make Me Like It" and
'Bangcock," K.C. and the Sunshine Band's
'Boogie Shoes," and possibly the most offensive
cut on the record, asong with lyrics taken from the
diary of one Frederick Cowan, a burly American
Nazi who went on a shooting spree some months
back in New Rochelle, N.Y. Certain to be an
instant hit at your next bar mitzvah, the tune
opens with the lines, "Riding through the
Reich/In a big Mercedes-Benz/killing lots of
kikes/making lots of friends." All in all, it is a
collection of music designed to whet anyone's
appetite for the bizarre. "We're going to sell it to
individual stores that want it and take mail
orders," says Chilton. ''You can really do a hell of
a business mail order. Using past experience as a
barometer of what can happen to loose tapes, it is
not surprising that Chilton has opted for an
independent distribution system based in his own
hometown. Out of the Stax/EMI re-release of both
Big Star albums this fall, Chilton claims "none of
us got anything from them. They didn't even send
me a copy of the album. I don't know whether
they'll pay us or not. Four albums out this summer
and four singles, and not a penny from any of
them."
"When we cut 'The Letter,' it
was just our little band doing it, and I felt it
was good. As soon as it became HI, those big
producers in town said, 'Oh, well, we '11 just
put studio musicians with you now. These
guys aren't good enough.
Although erratic behavior is enough to qualify
you as a bum, raw talent has often never been
enough to make you a star in this town. Ask Jerry
Lee Lewis. To be a star, you sometimes need a
good public relations team, a heart of gold, and a
set of socially redeeming moral values that cajj be
verified by the Chamber of Commerce. Memphis
music keeps the musical world on its toes, playing
to SRO crowds here in the states and abroad while
local music fans continue looking to both coasts for
a new record to put on their turntables. It is a lack
of recognition creating scenarios which find Jerry
Lee playing to an empty city auditiorium while
gonzo rock guitarist Ted Nugent blows 11,000
ticketholders out of their seats at the Mid-South
Coliseum. Maybe Chilton is right. Too bad/Such a
drag/...But you gotta get used to it/You better
resign yourself/You get what you deserve/You
better find out what it's worth.*
•You Get What You (Deserve. Chilton 1973. E. Memphis Music.

Billy Joel coolly scanned
the near-sellout crowd as he
noodled a piano intro to "The
Stranger," his concert opener,
and he could well have been
comparing the vista to the
quite smaller, but equally par
tisan crowds he used to draw at
Lafayette's and The Ritz.
Joe Mulherin
Memphis has always been a Billy headliner status, Joel included a few
Joel town, through his good days and good old show biz touches to his new
bad, and when he returned in No show. Presumably to set the proper
vember with a string of hit singles mood, he lit up a smoke and donned
and the nation's hottest album, that some shades for a pseudo-hip intro
was still the case. Even the Billy Joel to "New York State of Mind." His
piano solo on that song was a good
tape that played through the half
square-edged, well-played piece of
hour starting delay got a big hand.
work, but seemed to work against
The show was all Joel, from the
tape to the nearly 2 hour intermis- the groove of the tune. And "New
York State of Mind" provided a wellsionless performance, and it was
deserved feature spot for utility man
more" relaxed and uninhibited Joel
Richie Kanatta. Kanatta was a
than Memphis audiences have seen
treasure
all night, providing just the
before. Opening with the "The
Stranger," and moving into "Sum right touches of organ, piano, reeds
mer: Highland Falls," he worked and percussion, and Joel gave him a
with an easy confidence lacking in hefty chunk of unaccompanied solo
space, which he burned to a crisp.
earlier years.
The band gathered around him in
The third and fourth tunes offered
exhorting posture that seemed bor
an interesting pair of views from the
rowed from some Thirties musical
up and down points of Joel's career.
With "Piano Man," he had, years where the cats keep grinning "Go,
man, go." At the solo's screaming
ago, carved a classic from the dregs
climax they all fell out. A little too
of life in a piano bar, and the song
still is evocative with Richie Kan cutesy and also redundant. The
aka's accordion effectively mirror crowd was already going nuts.
For "Stiletto," Joel explained that
ing Joel's harmonica. From that
glimpse of the down days to his he needed some finger-snapping,
snarling anthem to independence but, no offense, "audiences can't
"My life" was quite a revealing keep time.'' He then introduced his
leap. Joel practically spat out "This specially imported "professional
is My Life, Go ahead with your own snappers from the South Bronx, a
life and leave me alone,'' as if he was quintet of black T-shirted honchos
taunting the music biz fates that had that looked suspiciously like the road
crew. They provided some spot
given him so much trouble.
The five piece band was very tight, lighted, heavily echoed snaps at
and showed excellent ensemble un strategic points.
The night's big rave-up began
derstanding on several extended
instrumental sections, especially a with a dedication to "anybody who's
ever had a hangover," and a Joel rap
rhythmically hip intro to "Angry
Young Man." The song list ranged about morning-after symptoms ac
from early goodies like "Billy the companied by an appropriate de
pression sound track from the band.
Kid," camped up with a clip-clop
intro, to new tunes like "Honesty," All then leapt into "You Had to Be a
Bigshot," Joel leaping up from the
another big, hard-edged Joel ballad.
piano to prowl the stage with a hand
Apropos of his move to Coliseum

mike. While never missing a musical
cue he hopped like a toad, ran the
circuit of the platformed stage, goose
stepped, jumped on the piano, and
threw off his coat like a rock star. He
flipped the expensive cordless mike
in the air while casting a mischievous
glance at the onstage sound man,
and generally seemed like a kid
with a new toy. His antics drew by
far the biggest single ovation of the
night.
Joel continued his new stand-up
persona on the first encore, the
lights catching him first on top of the
piano, leather-jacketed, Heineken in
hand, then jumping down to work
the lip of the stage on "Only the
Good Die Young."
Encore two was one of the
evening's funkiest offerings, the Latinesque "Get It Right the First
Time," and at its conclusion the
band split, leaving Joel alone to
savor the standing ovation as he
slowly left the stage. He returned

solo to play a short, melancholy tune
with the message, "Every year is a
souvenir that slowly fades away,
then faded away himself, with the
parting shot, "Goodnight Memphis.,
don't take any shit from anybody."
It was a solidly professional even
ing. The band served Joel's music
well, from the Spectoresque fullness
of "Captain Jack" to the delightfully
delicate "She's Always a Woman to
Me," with two acoustic guitars and
piano weaving a harpsichord-like
texture. Utility man Richie Kanatta
was satisfying at all times, particu
larly as a saxophone soloist, and
drummer Liberty DeVito constantly
provided energy to all onstage and
punctuated every tune with wisdom.
The sound was certainly the best
I've ever heard in the Coliseum, and
the lights and staging consistently
interesting. All in all, not particu
larly spontaneous, but very well
done concert.
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Yes, Virginia, there really is a Bob
Dylan. And he is as real as the
millions of people who believe in
him. Pay no attention to the man in
the bell-bottomed jeans. Forget the
"Hurricane" and Renaldo and Clara
and believe that there once were
people with names like Hattie Car
rol, Hollis Brown, and John Wesley
Harding. Yes, Virginia, there was a
Bob Dylan before "Blood on the
Tracks." Disregard the man leading
the 11-piece orchestra and try to im
agine a 20 year-old guitar player
singing from a flatbed truck in a
Mississippi cottonfield. Pay no mind
to the eager young men scurrying
about onstage in their trendy new
warm-up jackets with BOB DYLAN
stitched creatively across their
shoulders. Listen. The band is
playing an old tune. Forget that the
song has been rechanneled for the
seventies. Don't let the stage make
up fool you. Look. He's wearing the
leather jacket, the boots and the
shock of tangled hair that were once
the Dylan trademark. There. He's
singing the words to "My Back
Pages," written long before your
time, Virginia, when there was no
disco music and young Paul McCart
ney worked for a rock and roll outfit
other than Wings. "Ah, but I was so
much older then, I'm younger than
that now."
This 1978 model Dylan acknowl
edges the roar of the crowd with a
Vegas-like update of "Mr. Tambour
ine Man," taunting the 10 year-old
composition with an air suggesting
detachment, if not altogether disen
chantment with the tune. "Shelter
From the Storm" follows with a
reggae backbeat. Dylan's band is
superb. The 3 black female vocalists
on the payroll are well-rehearsed,
adding a thickness to the sound one
would have anticipated as being
excessive, considering the material
to be performed. Dylan relaxes. He
delivers "It's All Over Now, Baby
Blue" without the aid of a guitar,
attaching himself like some frail fig
urine to the microphone, tapping his
foot lightly to the music. The lyrics
bring back old memories and conjure
up new images as many in the
audience sing along, secure now in
the knowledge that the scruffy young
punk who wrote "Baby Blue" and
the man onstage are truly one and
the same.
The house lights dim to misty
greens and blues for "Tangled Up in
Blue," an effective piece of story
telling sparsely accompanied by
saxaphone and electric piano. He
introduces "Ballad of a Thin Man"
with a rambling dialogue about a
circus geek who ''bites the head off a
chicken, eats that, then eats the
chicken, hot blood and everything."
Traditionally Dylanesque. He polite
ly turns to fans behind the bandstand

Gordon Alexander

for a chorus, ends the song, accepts
the generous applause and straps on
his electric guitar for "Maggie's
Farm," "I Don't Believe You" and
"Like a Rolling Stone." Possibly his
best-known composition, "Like a
Rolling Stone" is treated like a
favorite child, Dylan rocking to and
fro then leaning to the microphone to
ask "How does it feel? To be on your
own, with no direction home? Like a

complete unknown?" It is a master
piece in all its bitter arrogance, and
Dylan knows it, smiling slightly as he
thanks the crowd for a well-deserved
standing ovation. "I Shall Be Re
leased" follows, its gospel overtones
provided by the almost sobbing
refrains of the backing trio. Another
surrealistically illustrated story about a train ride and a man belching
smoke and fire is the backdrop for
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"Senor (Tales of Yankee Power )"
which ends the first half of the show.
After a brief intermission, Dylan
and the band are back onstage,
leading off with "The Times They
Are A-Changin"' and "Rainy Day
Women (12 & 35)" which, to
everyone's surprise, is soloed by the
back-up trio while Dylan plays
rhythm guitar. The sound is delight
ful, but after two hours of newly-cos
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tumed standards, the performance
becomes a bit tedious; the yearning
for two or three minutes alone with
the rough and raunchy Dylan of
yesteryear becomes a factor. "Let's
see if I can still tune it," he says,
referring to an acoustic guitar he's
plucked from a stand at mid-stage.
With the addition of a harmonica and
accompanying holder, the tension
builds. What will he play? Will he do
a full acoustic set? "Go away from
your window..." comes the answer,
leave at your own chosen speed.
You're not the one I want babe,
you're not the one I need. "He
stretches the vocals to their cracking
point, dances across a couple of
harmonica solos which threaten to
send the crowd crashing the stage,
but abruptly discards the folk act as
cries of "More! More!" echo from
the audience.
With hurried "thank you's" in
between selections, Dylan vascillates
musically between hard rockers and
plaintive love songs for the remain
der of the set. "It's Alright Ma (I'm
Only Bleedin')" follows "Blowin' in
the Wind," a delicate version of
"Girl From the North Country,"
"Just Like a Woman," "To Ramona" and "All Along the Watchtower," as Dylan tells the crowd
"We gotta be gettin' outta here."
Chants from the audience bring him
back for an anti-climactic runthrough of "Forever Young" and the
evening is over.
There is a temptation in some
quarters to compare the careers of
Dylan and the late Elvis Presley. The
big band sound, the modern ar
rangements of old material and the
new stage presence, all are reminis
cent of the latter-day Presley. Dylan
was even reported as being "wow
ed" by a recent Neil Diamond revue
at Caesar's Palace. To anyone expec
ting a similar type show from Dylan
and company, the evening was a
dismal failure. The songs themselves
were enough to squelch that rumor.
Yes, Virginia, there really is a Bob
Dylan. He walks among us now, a
mortal man, and not the God-figure
we once helped to create. He chose
to come down from that lofty perch to
offer us another full decade of his
genius, to lay it on the line one more
time, and for that, we should be
eternally grateful.

ROCKY HORROR SHOW
Circuit Playhouse
The Rocky Horror Show was first
produced in the early seventies as a
stage play in London and later in
New York and Los Angeles. Snatch
ed up by Hollywood, camped up and
delivered to the midnight movie
goers of Middle America, Rocky
Horror has gathered a following.
The play itself is primarily a
harmless black comedy complete
with bisexuals, homosexuals,
transexuals, violence and rock and
roll, expressing rebelliousness from
traditional society and the freedom
' of youth. The camp humor, although
low brow, is often subtle and for the
most part clever in the tradition of
Mel Brooks or Gene Wilder. Based
loosely on the 1950's genre science
fiction, the play tells the tale of two
innocents who fall unsuspectingly
into the hands of evil characters and
are forced into corruption. The prin
cipal force of evil is Frank N. Furter,
space age Frankenstein from
Transexual Transylvania who
waltzes around in black lace undies
and seamed stockings. Brad and
Janet,
wholesome
young
Republicans, come to use his
telephone after having a flat tire.
Naturally they are bewildered when
they happen into the castle where
Frank, his servants (Riff-Raff and
Magenta) and his cast of cronies
(Chorus) are living under Frank's
doctrine of Absolute Pleasure.
The rest of the story revolves
around the indoctrination of Brad &
Janet into the sensual life-style of
the castle and is delivered with
"GASP" explicit sex scenes com
plete with moans and groans, Kama
Sutra position no. 282 and maneating homosexuals. Everybody
does everybody else, or at least gets
to touch or taste. When boredom
sets in, Frankie creates beings for.
his personal use and abuse such as
Eddie, a rock and roll mutant and
Rocky, a beautiful biceped blonde
boy. The violent and sadistic
aspects of Furter's character are
then displayed as he severely
punishes those who do not consider
him the Ultimate Experience. Under
these conditions a revolt is in
evitable and Riff-Raff and Magenta,
the meek servants, inherit the earth,
or the ray guns as the case may be,
and old Frankie is zapped to his
death as are his dedicated followers.
Brad and Janet are left alone but not
unscathed. Having tasted the for
bidden fruit in thirty-one
flavors...Can Their Lives Remain

Unchanged?
What, you may well ask, has sus
tained Rocky Horror through the
seventies, spurring it on tocontinual
success as a movie and now once
again on stage here in Memphis?
The loyal fans are mostly responsi
ble. Rocky Horror has joined the
ranks of the cult experience. In the
sixties it was "Hair" for the peace,
love and understanding generation.
In the seventies it's Rocky Horror
for the "now" generation. Here is
something to relate to. It is a reason
to go out at night, dressed down and
drugged up and get right in there
with Frankie and the gang. Sing
along with Rocky and throw rice at
newlyweds. The audience becomes
as important as the cast. It's all just
one big happy family.
The recent Circuit Playhouse pro
duction at the Movie House of
Rocky Horror was, overall, a welldone show Larry Raspberry was the
drawing card and he alone was
worth the price of the ticket. He is
not unfamiliar with half-clad perfor
mances and shows no discomfort
when engaged in kinky ritualistic
behavior. Other shining cast
members included Luni Calhoun
with her traditional Olive Oil,
Lucille Ball comedy, and Mark
Johnson, whose Riff-Raff was an ex
cellent take-off of the B-rated
Science Fiction butler-monsters.
Susan Capozzi as Magenta teamed
up well with Johnson as the
dynamic duo who overthrows
Frankie. The chorus, as mindless
disciples, performed their duties
well. Unfortunately, much of the
subtle humor was lost in translation,
due partially to a bad sound system
and other cast members inexperienc
ed in comedy.
Every good cult need loyal
members and for Rocky Horror
there is a never-ending crop of
recently corrupted youth who are
basically good-hearted. As long as
they can identify with Rocky Hor
ror's suburban pornography and
Brothers Grimm violence the show
will remain successful. With the sub
missive audience. Rocky Horror is
just another double-dog-dare to
good clean living. The midnight
movies will probably still draw a
crowd and Rocky will live on for at
least a while, but when the faithful
fans move on to new thrills, Rocky
Horror will be left alone in its one
dimensional state.

Suzanne Phelps
EDDIE HARRIS
and AL JARREAU
Orpheum Theatre
Anyone who knew about the kind
of music Eddie Harris and headliner
A1 Jarreau are into knew it would be

a fine concert with the two of them the encores, it wasn't enough. No
playing the atmospheric Orpheum. A two finer performers could have
crowd of about 1,900 ferns showed up been chosen for a concert on the eve
to hear the concert, which was also of the 50th anniversary of the
broadcast on WHRK -FM.
magnificent Orpheum Theatre.
Eddie Harris opened with his
smooth, easy piano playing in "Lis
ten Here" and "Tired of Drining,"
and then gave the audience what it
JAMES WILLIAMS
was waiting for - a healthy number of
bars of his classic, "Compared to Uncle Ernie's
What?" He went on to play trumpet,
It could have been billed as "Local
sax, and a "fenaky, elongated electric Boy Makes Good in Hometown,'' but
horn that tremoloed and whined. The there wasn't a lot of publicity about
third tune sounded classically the event; it was just an intimate
straight ahead blues-funk until the crowd of devotees who showed up at
audience caught the words to "That Uncle Ernie's to hear the James
is Why I'm Overweight," a tongue- Williams Group jam.
in-cheek melody about overstuffed,
James Williams, a crack keyboard
overfed living. But his vocals turned ist, is originally from Memphis; after
from humor to brilliance when he graduating from M.S.U he went on
started his bizarre scat singing, a to teach at the Berklee School of
rich blend of Polymoog-like singing Music in Boston. The session was a
to gruff, rather operatic passages one-night stand jam with some of the
with the pounding piano chords trail other local greats before he goes on
ing behind. Ronald Muldrow on tour to some highly appreciative
guitar-synthesizer and Terry Thomp audiences in Europe and Japan.
son on drums were consistantly right Williams currently has two albums
on time, as was the bass player, under his belt; one an Italian import
Bradley Bobo, who had some fine called "Focus" done with a bass
solo runs of his own. Harris prom player named Dennis Irwin, the
ised to "drop some funk" on the second done with some other Memaudience for the finale; as promised, phians: Bill Easley, a multi-talented
he and his group kept the crowd horn player, and Sylvester Sample.
clapping in time until he acquiesced The group was rounded out by
to amble out for an encore. Small
James "Stix" Baker, who was the
wonder that this multi-talented mu
drummer on the above-mentioned
sician has 61 albums under his belt album called "Flying Colors," and
so far.
Bill Mobley, who has played with
After intermission, A1 Jarreau some of the finest jazz groups in
took over the stage and went on to town.
prove a musician doesn't need to
It wasn't a night of old-time stan
play an instrument to qualify for the dards vamped and re-vamped; most
term - his stunning vocal perfor of the material was from "Flying
mance displayed the human voice as Colors," which is almost exclusively
a rich, versitile vehicle for jazz. All Williams' material. Even though it
too often in such a genre of music, lacked concert hall polish - charts
singing is secondary to horns, key were being shuffled about and fol
boards and bass work, but with the lowed - there was plenty of talented,
magnificent vocal control Jarreau inspired improvisation that might
has, there was no way for that to not happen in a big hall. It was true,
happen. Joey Barron started the set straight-ahead kickin' progressive
with a strong drum solo, soon joined stuff: high energy jammin'. Paying a
by Reggie McBride on bass, key dollar at the door was a bargain for
boardist Tom Canning and Tom seeing so much creative energy
Kellock on guitar. Then came the going on musically.
nfan himself, singing "Bright and
It's nice to know such fine perfor
Sunny Babe." Further into the set mances can be seen right here in
his voice took on the quality of a town, nicer even to know that it's
bluesy horn, then a wild guitar, local talent producing such fine
becoming a human-like voice again music; however, what with the small
to vamp on "Summertime." crowd it attracted, it distressing to
Throughout it all, his voice main think about how apathetically it is re
tained a tight unity with the instru ceived. Perhaps soon, Memphis will
mentation - though if you closed your hear about the rest of the world
eyes, just for one moment, the
raving about a bunch of local musi
sounds heard were sometimes not
cians, one of them James Williams,
that of a man singing, but rather a
and will rush out to buy "Focus" or
strange new instrument. Without the
"Flying Colors" to keep abreast with
trio behind him, a capella, it was not
the tastes of the rest of the world.
hard to understand why the German And if we're real lucky, they'll be
Academy of Music awarded him
back to jam again, so we can hear
"Best International Artist."
them live.
If any criticism of the show may be
offered, it is simply that even after

Beth Hoople

Richard Pryor strode across the
Coliseum stage, and was caught by
the flash bulbs of a couple of Caucasion fans down front. "Look at
this!" he cried, "White people
taking my picture. Now who the hell
you gonna show it to?"
Likewise, a reviewer has the sam
problem with a Pryor performance,
who you gonna write it to? Pryor's
work is so tied to his physical person
and his manic onstage energy that it
gets hard to communicate what he's
up to without him here to illustrate.
Disclaimers aside, he was hys
terical.
., , ,
., ,
Richard Pryor is a black artist who
works from a black perspective, and
that night he had a predominantly
black audience, but the truth and incisiveness of his humor was raceless.
Make that racy. Pryor live is ex
tremely profane; but it is organic to
the cultural position he is coming
from, and rings very true to anybody
that has spent any time on the street.
As soon as he was onstage, a fan
offered a joint: "A joint! I can't have
that motherfucker! They put my ass
under the jail. I'm glad to see you
here tonight. I'm glad to see any
body, as bad as I fucked up this
year." His highly publicized shootup of the car his wife was trying to
leave him in was a brief topic, as was
his recent heart attack: "I woke up in
this ambulance with nothing but
white people looking at me, and I
thought, 'What a bitch...it's the
wrong damn heaven. They sent me
to a white heaven, and I got to listen
to fucking Lawrence Welk all day."
Pryor seemed to improvise much
of his show on what came to mind,
and none of the routines on his
recent albums were included. The
crowd was large and rowdy, but he
stayed firmly in charge: "Sit down
there, this ain't no Kool and the
Gang concert."
Family was on his mind, as he dis
cussed a childhood hunting trip with
his father, but candor broke through
the humor: "Kids get crazy some
time, but I can't beat up on my kids.
I don't want to fuck them up like I'n
fucked up."
Pryor paced the stage with assur
ance, stopping to act out a bit here
and there, then continuing his stride,
breaking his stream of consciousness
only to leave room for the tidal waves
of screaming laughter that came
roughly every 90 seconds, or to deal
with the few persistent ferns in front
who demanded some personal atten
tion: "I'm in the middle of my shit,
here, baby. I don't interrupt you at
the post office."
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The true value of the current
jogging craze was revealed by Pryor:
"That shit will get you in shape, and
it comes in real handy. A hurt ego
takes about two days to heal, but a
broken jaw takes six or eight weeks.
And be sure to teach your old lady to
run, so you won't have to go back for
her ass." And he predicted that
blacks will inevitably remain a
minority: "The Chinese got 950
million people, man; the niggers
ain't never gonna catch up. They like
to fuck too long!"

a disco-ish groove setting, but with
none of the juice drained off. She
opened with a soulful treatment of
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow
that Diana Ross wishes she could
approach, nestled in the midst of her
nine-piece band. When she went a
cappela with a drawn out "Why,
then, oh why can't I," nobody could
understand why she couldn't. "Save
the Last Dance for Me" came out as
a Tango, with nice Mexicali horns,
and Labelle teasing out the lyric with
a playful wink.
She hit her stride on "Joy to Feel
Your Love," moving, skipping and
dancing across the stage, always
sassy, always maintaining strong
contact with both the audience and
her musicians.
Patti Labelle has always been a
consummate ballad belter, and
"Isn't It a Shame" proved it well.
She uses the classic R & B format:
sing it through pretty straight, build
ing to high intensity, then break it
way back down to a soft vamp that
lets her play with the lyric, then
build inexorably to a wailing vamp
out that takes it all back to chuTch.
On "Shame" she began that second
build with some soft wordless scat
and hum that carried more real ex
pression than most singers produce
at their most fervent. When the final
build was peaking she held tight to
the edge of the piano, as if ground
ing herself so that she wouldn't fly
off behind her soaring voice.
"Lady Marmalade" received a re
freshing Latin treatment and segued
into another big ballad, the torchy
"Little Girl.'' The power of her voice
was demonstrated toward its end,
when Labelle gradually backed away
from the microphone, still singing
hard, and at a 15 foot distance was
still clearly heard over the band,
before swooning back in to finish
big.
"Eyes in the Back of My Head"
off her new album showed that disco
doesn't have to be machine music.
The old disco thump-thump-thump
Richard Pryor was profane, was there, but overlayed with clever
touches from the band and powerful
thoughtful and extremely funny, and
singing from Labelle unusual in that
he had the good sense, even though
he was the headliner, to go on before style. The horn section also showed
themselves to be some of the hottest
Patti Labelle.
back-up singers since the Pips, and
Patti Labelle inhabits a peak that
she shares only with Aretha Franklin Patti proved she still could hambone
and Mavis Staples. Throughout her with the best.
Patti Labelle and her band's per
long career, from the Bluebelles
formance was a welcome antidote to
through Labelle to her present solo
status, she has forged a persuasive the mass of formula pap that passes
for rhythm and blues music these
style from hard-driving the heart of
rhythm and blues, and the soul of days. The woman knows how to
black gospel, in the 70's presented in work.

Joe Mulherin
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Records
Tom O'Neil

FOR ELVIS, IT'S NOW OR NEVER
ELVIS COSTELLO
and the ATTRACTIONS
"Armed Forces"
Insamuch as Elvis Costello's se
cond album was a departure from
his first, so is his third, "Armed
Forces," stylistically different from
either of the two. Gone is the sloppy
charm and the simple yet epic guitar
chords. Fortunately for Costello
fans, however, the angry mood per
sists. "This Year's Model" was a
natural follow-up to "My Aim is
True," while the new Lp is
somewhat of a Chinese laundry
without a ticket. What we have here
is a polished, well-rounded pop
album that, while conceptually
bizarre, is still the most commercial
ly accessible product Elvis and the
Attractions have ever made. The
question is, is this to producer Nick
Lowe's credit or fault?
Initially, the album draws com
parisons from such diverse acts as
Paul Jones fronting Manfred Mann,
Bob Dylan backed by the beatles,
with a little Bruce Springsteen
thrown in. That's the first four cuts.
Let's not forget that one of
Costello's dearest qualities is the
fact that he is emotionally bent.
Witness the song "Chemistry
Class," which makes mention of
ladies' nylons and "the final solu
tion," followed by a tune called
"Two Little Hitlers." As anyone
who has traced the development of
Costello as a budding new wave
superstar, I'm not sure I'll be con
tent with Elvis as a pop artist. This
man is a renegade and should be
presented in that context. The pro
duction is almost too clean. The
lyrics are still intact, however; no
question there. "Busy Bodies" is a
hard hitting companion to last
album's "This Year's Girl." The
tone and changes in time on "Green
Shirt" are probably one of the most
adventuresome undertakings Elvis
and the Attractions have ever at
tempted, and it works. The paradox
of Lowe the producer and Costello
the artist continues. One of the
finest cuts on the Lp, "(What's So
Funny 'Bout) Peace Love and
Understanding," which the group
really attacks, is a Lowe composi
tion, the only tune on the album not
written by Costello.
Like some mystery waiting to be
unraveled, "Armed Forces" is
nonetheless, very powerful rock
material and not for virginal ears. I
don't know, maybe this time it is.

ERIC CLAPTON
"Backless"
Eric Clapton's latest Lp is defin
itely in the multi-platinum mold of
last year's "Slowhand" album.
The same mellow, flowing, almost
country-tinged music seems to be
the style with which Clapton is most
comfortable and successful. Gone
once and for all are the days when
fans were screaming for E.C. to
return to his blistering blues guitar
work that made Cream legend. He
has a whole new contingent of fans
that discovered Clapton with "Lay
Down Sally,'' being about 3years old
when "Sunshine of Your Love" was
topping the charts.
"Backless" has a nice feel to it,
not overwhelming, but complemen
ting itself with repeated listenings.
Outstanding cuts are "Roll It,"
"Tulsa Time," and the single,
"Promises," which threatens to
overtake "Lay Down Sally" in sales.
Clapton's band, Carl Radle, Jamie
Oldaker, George Terry (a fine guitar
ist in his own right) and vocalist
Marcy Levy have been together for
five years now, and the experience is
evident. The music, strong through
out, shows Clapton at his major
strength as a pop artist rather than a
killer blues guitarist.

I

AM

AL GREEN
'Truth 'n Time"
To understand A1 Green's current
direction, one must totally ignore his
past. When he severed ties with
Willie Mitchell at Hi, it was much
like the Beatles disposing of George
Martin. Green has found his new
strength in religion, which cannot be
faulted, but his faith has done little
to compliment his music. There is
simply no punch to it. The music is
very personal and hard for a former
Green fan to understand. At one
point in his career, it appeared that
Green was ready to pick up the torch
that Otis Redding had passed.
Unfortunately, Green's introspection
has extinguished the fire and left a
puzzle that this reviewer has, at this
I point, been unable to piece together.

CHEAP TRICK

CAT STEVENS

"Live in Tokyo"

"Back To Earth"
Cat Steven's "Izitso" record of
last year was his first wholly satis
fying album since "Teaser and the
Firecat," years ago. "Back to
Earth" is a reversal. There are some
brilliant moments on this album, but
there is also an over abundance of
filler material. Two songs stand out
above the rest as superior material.
One, "Bad Brakes" is classic Cat
Stevens, with all the hooks in all the
right places. The other, "New York
Times," is a scathing indictment of
the Big Apple accompanied by a
rocking Disco-Reggae upbeat that
overshadows the lyrics. "Last Love
Song" is one of Stevens' better
ballads and unlike the remainder of
the record, is not an overblown
production.
"Back to Earth" is a must for
Stevens fanatics, but the casual fan
should beware. A lack of consistency
here.

This record has not been released,
and at this point, is only available as
a radio demo. Cheap Trick, at the
verge of rising above cult status
stateside, are bona fide superstars in
the Far East. Their entire set is
greeted with adulation by the partis
an Tokyo crowd. The material covers
the best from their three previous al
bums with "Hello There" and
"Surrender" being of exceptional
quality. Rick Neilson's guitar shines
throughout and Robin Zander's vo
cals have no trouble duplicating live
what he is capable of in the studio.
Whether or not this Lp will be the
next Cheap Trick album has yet to be
decided, but it is another indication
that the group is destined for much
better things in the music world.

THE BLUES BROTHERS
NICHOLETTE LARSON

"Nicholette"
Ms. Larson's career prior to this
release has consisted primarily of
studio session work, doing duets
with Neil Young and just about every
other artist in the Warner Bros,
stable. On her debut album, she is
ably assisted by Herb Pederson, Bill
Payne, Valerie Carter, Klaus Voorman, James Burton, Paul Barrere
and Linda Ronstadt. Not bad com
pany. But Ms. Larson, unfortu
nately, has a voice reminiscent of
Coolidge: in other words, boring.
Her current single, Neil Young's
"Lotta Love," sounds like a Rita
Coolidge record. Oddly enough, her
rendition of Burt Bacharach's "Mex
ican Divorce" is moving, and the
only real stand-out cut on the Lp.
The rest sounds like normal record
company star-maker material with
someone of less than star quality.
She's very pretty.

ROBERT JOHNSON

"A Briefcase Full of Blues"

"Close Personal Friend"

Prior to its release, the combina
tion of John Belushi and Dan Ack- "Blondes Have More Fun"
royd as The Blues Brothers seemed
Stewart has completely severed
to be an album destined to be filed
under "C" for comedy. Alas, The ties with his English past and has
Blues Bros. "Briefcase Full of affiliated himself with the southern
Blues" should be indexed under R & California genre of music, not unlike
B; in other words, not bad. Able ac- Fleetwood Mac, another expatriate.
companiement by the likes of Steve This Lp introduces the public to
Cropper, Duck Dunn and Tom Scott Disco-Rod, with the less than in
make this a truly amazing record. triguing cut, "Do You Think I'm
The opening refrain of "Can't Turn Sexy," followed by an assortment
You Loose" sounds remarkably like of chauvinistic, egotistical ditties
Otis Redding's opening at the legen glorifying his cock-of-the-walk ap
dary Stax/Volt Revue concerts of the proach that we once believed was
mid-sixties. Visually, they paint an slightly exaggerated. You know, I
absurd picture, but musically, with really believe he takes himself
out the visuals, this band could have seriously.
Stewart's band is a hodgepodge
held their own with groups like Paul
Butterfield and Charlie Mussel- of Southern Cal. types, save for
white. The best way to approach drummer Carmine Apprice, who has
record is to put it on and then try to been consistently awful throughout
forget who these lunatics with the his checkered career. "Blondes
black suits and shades are. If you can Have More Fun" is a portrait of a
do that, you'll be pleasantly sur former artist gone Hollywood. Prob
ably end up number 1.
prised.

Johnson's debut album is quite a
turnaround from the primarily
rhythm and blues session work he
has done in the past with such
luminaries as Issac Hayes and
assorted Stax artists. The direction
here seems more akin to the time he
spent as John Enwhistles' lead
guitarist in the very talented, yet
largely ignored rock group, Ox.
Working with bass player Dave
Cochran and Blair Cunningham on
drums, "Close Personal Friend" is
far from a heavy metal power trio.
Robert Johnson more or less fills the
void for you folks who feel EricClap
ton has let you down by putting his
hot lick guitar intocold storage. R.J.
plays some searing leads throughout
the record, but never gives in to the
excessiveness that former lead gui
tar kings are want to do. A fine
Lp and a very positive direction for
Memphis music.

ROD STEWART
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Off TheRecord
Gordon Alexander

MADISON and COOPER - MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
Jan. 1-5: Lotions, 6-7: Riverbluff Clan, 8-13: Overland Express,
14-15: Tim Krekel & the Sluggers, 16-20: Yikes, Jan.21: Crossfire
22-24: Locust Fork, 25-29: Cobra, 30-Feb. 3: George Favor and
Stronghold

WILLIE MITCHELL produc
ing new act, MAJIK at Hi Studios,
as well as ANN PEEBLES, O.V.
WRIGHT and LARRY "T-BYRD"
GORDON. Cream/Hi readying new
Lp by DON NIX, cut in L.A. for spr
ing release. JOHN PRINE due in
town to record follow-up to"Bruised
Orange" at Sam Phillips. RICK
DEES, SHIRLEY BROWN, TOM
MY
HOEHN,
LARRY
RASPBERRY and DEGARMO &
KEY in at Ardent for sessions Dees
with Stax/Fantasy release "You've
Got Those Lips." S/F with new Lp's
from Shirley Brown, RHONDA
BURGS and old Bar-Kay tapes,
"Monkey Talks." SHOE PRODUC
TIONS booking time with local ar
tists
BRIARPATCH
and
SNICKERS, out of Little Rock.
RICK CHRISTIAN and the
WHITE BOYS putting tracks down
at Shoe including recently-recorded
"Child of the Sixties" and "Baby."
PAT TAYLOR cutting album tapes
at Daily Planet following Fretone
Records's release of the 45 "Foldout
Girl." THE AMAZING RHYTHM
ACES new album, aptly titled "The
Amazing Rhythm Aces" ready for

DANNY GREEN off to
L.A. to work on his second Lp for
ABC. ROBERT JOHNSON riding
high with "Close Personal Friend,"
on MCA's Infinity label. Johnson's
debut effort being added to radio
playlists around the U.S., sales brisk
here in Memphis as well as England
and the European market. THE
KLITZ cutting tracks for an Lp
with Barry Shankman at B.R.
TOAD PRODUCTIONS. REV. AL
GREEN appearing on behalf of the
BEALE ST. DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION, tentatively
scheduled in conjunction with Mem
phis in May. WMPS announces its
COUNTRY AUDITIONS,winner
will appear with established music
stars at WMPS Country Concert
presented at the Orpheum Theatre,
call 525-6868 for more info.
The entire staff of the Dixie Flyer
wishes to extend their deepest sym
pathies to the family and friends of
Memphis musician CHRIS BELL,
one of the founding members of Big
Star, at his recent passing. Chris
was in the midst of recording a new
series of tapes at Ardent Studios
here in the city.

TRADER DICK
LOVES
Mixed Drinks 2 For 1
Monday Thru Friday
4-7 p.m.

Mixed drinks 50?
4-7 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

LIVE MUSIC EVERY
NIGHT
SUNDAY 4:00 p.m.
Tom White Quartet
The Settlers 8:00 p.m.

Free Hors d'oeuvres
FOR JANUARY:
Coon Elder, Rick Chris
tian & the White Boys,
Uncle Tom's Jam Band,
Greasy Greens, Dr Feel
good, Keith Sykes, Over
land Express, Delta
Moonshine, Settlers,
Tom White Quartet

TRADER DICKS 2012 MADISON AVENUE MEMPHIS

I JEFFERSONSQUAKET
The Bestof
Acoustic
Memphis
Music
79 Jefferson

Creole
Delights
from the
Kitchen

-f:
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MemphislhisMonth
Bad Bob's -332-9559, behind Quality Inn
on Brooks at 1-55: Tiny & the Bondsmen,
Mon.-Fri. p.m., Dixie Star, 4:30-8:30, Jan.
12 & 13, Little David Wilkins, country.

Trader Dick's - 726-0992, 2012 Madison.
Sundays, Tom Whit Quartet, 3:30 p.m.,
Settlers, 8 p.m., Jan 4-9, Silver City Band:
11-13, Uncle Tom's Jam Band: 14-16,
Keith Sykes: 18-20, U. Tom's Jam Band:
21-23, Arnold Chinn Group: 25-27, Delta
Moonshine: 28-30, Tommy Hoehn Band.

Blues Alley - 523-7144, 60 S. Front; Blues
Alley All-Stars with Ma Rainey play
Mon.-Sat. nights.

Wellington's-761-2880, 4730 Poplar: Jan.8
-13, Bill Haney, Elvis impressario: 15-27,
T.Q. & the Topcats, 50's rock; 29,Feb. 3,
Kress Brothers: 5-17, Van Dells, 50's rock.

Casino - 278-4100, Holiday Inn, 1837
Union. They don't laugh when Mary Jane
Collins sits down at the piano, they listen,
Mon.-Sat.

The Vapors -1743 E. Brboks Rd.,345-1761.
The Vapors Group, 3:30 - 1:00 a.m. except
Sundays.

NIGHTLIFE

Classing Room -523-7144, upstairs at Blues
Alley, 60 S. Front.Wed.-Sat., Herman
Green & the Green Machine, jazz.
Club Paradise - 774-4871, 645 E. Georgia:
Club Paradise Orchestra, weekends, start
ing at 11:00 p.m.
Hernando's Hideaway - 3210 Old Her
nando Road, 398-7496. Henry Busby Trio
from 9:00 - 4:00 a.m., dance music.
Huey's - 1927 Madison, 726-4372. Sun.,
Jazzmobile, 3-6 p.m., followed by Huey's
All Stars, country and bluegrass.
Jefferson Square - 523-1897, 79 Jefferson.
Charles Hall, ragtime piano for Fri. happy
hour, Paul Eaton, Tues. p.m., Steve
Lockwood & Dan McGregor, Thur.-Sat.,
Mirage, Sun.
Lakeland' Saturday is live music night at
the Pavillion, ala Grand Old Opry, 8:00 11:00 p.m. Take I-40 East to Canada Road
Exit.
The Lucy Opry - cranks up Fridays for
bluegrass, 8:00 till midnight, Forest Drive
Civic Club on Fite Road. Refreshments
available, alcohol is sternly discouraged
to preserve "family atmosphere." Free,
but they'll pass the hat.

Midtown Saloon - 1385 Madison. It's a
strange saloon that has an unlisted number
and "it's all chicken but the gravy," but
Be-Bop-A-Loo plays nearly every weekend
with occasional "other good ones" during
the week.
Moonraker -7730 Poplar. Pat Hutchison,
afternoon piano music, till closing.
Number One Beale Street -525-1116, Beale
St. Landing. Jan. 1-5, Honeymoon Garner
Trio, starting Jan. 15, Tony Thomas Trio;
both jazz.
Poet's Corner- 278-4211, 1819 Madison:
Country Rock, 9:30 to 2:30 a.m., door
opens at 8:00 p.m.
Prospector - 722-8271, 1786 Madison. Jan
1-13, Crossfire, Mon.-Sat., starting at 9
p.m.
Solomon Alfred's -725-0684, Overton
Square. Jan. 6-7, River Bluff Clan: 8-13,
Overland Express, prog, country: 14-15,
Tim Krekel, pop: 16-20, Yikes, jazz: 21st,
Crossfire, prog rock: 22-24, Locust Fork
country rock: 25-29, Cobra, rhythm &
blues:30-Feb. 3, George Faber & Strong
hold, rhythm & blues; Feb. 5-10, Kiwi
prog, country.

FILMS
Friday Flics - Memphis Public Library,
1850 Peabody: at 4 & 7 p.m., Jan. 12- The
Bells of San Angelo, 1947, Roy Rogers: Jan
19 - A Chump at Oxford, 1940, and From
Soup To Nuts, 1928, Laurel and Hardy:
Jan. 26 - Cry the Beloved Country 1952,
repression in S. Africa, Sidney Poitier:
Feb. 2 - The Trouble with Tribbles, 1965,
well known Star Trek episode, Hardware
Wars, 1977, parody of Star Wars, Feb. 9 Alexsandr Nevsky, 1938, Directed by
Sergei Einstein, well known figure of
Classic Russian cinema.
Dixon Gallery and Gardens - 4339 Park,
Grand Hotel, 1932, showing Jan 25 at 7
p.m., starring Greta Garbo, John Craw
ford, Wallace Beery and Lionel and John
Barrymore.

Vintage and Artistic Clothing
Unique Accessories
272-2272
located above
Miss Kitty's Dinner and Patio Pub
531 South Cooper
Memphis, Tennessee
531 So. Cooper

We offer consignments,
will purchase clothing
and make appraisals

THEATRE
Circuit Playhouse - 726-5521, 1947 Poplar:
Dracula arises again every Thur.-Sun. at
8:30 p.m., Lester Mallzia stars, directed by
Tom Martin, thru Feb. 11.
Gaslight Dinner Theatre - 396-7474m 1110
E. Brooks Rd. Take a Number, Darling:
Col. John William Bezan plays a famous
concert pianist married to a soap opera star
in this light comedy. Performances, 8:30
p.m. after 7 p.m. dinner, Tues.-Sat., Sun.
dinner at 5 p.m. with performance at 6:20.
Playhouse on the Square - 726-4656,
Overton Square: Another Part of the
Forest, Lillian Hellman's depiction of a
southern aristocratic family, 5:30 and 9:30
on Saturdays, 8 p.m. Sun., Wed.-Fri., thru
Feb. 10.
Theatre Memphis - 682-8323, 630 Perkins
Extended. Dial M for Murder, a classic of
logical deduction and suspense, 8 p.m.,
Tues.-Sun., Jan. 18-Feb. 4.

CONCERTS
Ruth Gelger - Austrian-American pianist,
soloist with the NBC Symphony and the
New Philharmonic of London will perform a
solo recital Jan. 16 at 8:15 p.m. in Harris
Auditorium (In the Music Bldg. on the
MSU campus) Ms. Geiger will conduct a
master class on Jan. 17 in Harris.
The Chicago Saxophone Quartet will
perform in concert on Jan. 19 at 8:15 p.m.
in Harris Auditorium at MSU. The Quartet
will conduct a master class at 3:00 that
afternoon.
Rush will perform at the Coliseum at 8
p.m., Jan. 28: also playing is Starz, a
Canadian group.

SANDWICHES — SHRIMP — FRIED OYSTERS

12-2 Mon.-Sat.
3-2 Sunday

A Filll
Service Joint

274-9844
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Big Brothers and Big Sisters - 2600
Poplar, Suite 422: provides youths with
adult friends and role models. They meet
on a weekly basis for at least one year and
participate in mutually selected activities:
for boys and girls ages 7-15 who live in a
single parent home.

3<K*
Summer,^e>
*f+-70(.3 i 0^ ^wr'ijrigc*

East Memphis Multipurpose Senior Center
Open8:30a.m.-4p.m., Mon.-Fri. Classes,
a library resourcecenter and gameroom are
available in East High School, 3206 Poplar
Ave. Lunch is served by Project MEET at
noon daily. Lunch and transportation
reservat ionsshouId be phonedin by noon of
the preceding day, call324-9269 for further
information

COOPERTOWN
presents

Folk Dancing - The Loosahatchie Interna
tional Folk Dancers welcome new members
who would like to leacn folk dances from
many nations, everyone of any age is
invited. Meetings areThurs. at 7:30p.m. at
3625 Mynders, across from the M.S.U.
English building. Admission is 25 cents,
free the first night. Call G. Williams,
278-3568, M. Doerflein, 683-3860 or J.
Vergos and P. Montgomery, 458-5587.

SING-A-GRAM
For the Price of a Song

323-9495
THE P&H CAFE

M&TI SHOP
Til! AIM

Open til3:00a.m.
BEER AND SANDWICHES
Hot PlateLunches
1528 Madison - Phone: 278-9380

L

OPEN AFTER HOURS
OPEN 1 P.M.-6 A.M.
ALFALFA S GOOD EARTH SHOP

SAIB

610 S.COX MEMPHIS TEN*

OVERTON!
"ONE SUB, TWOSUDS"

TILL FEB. 28

—

subnsuds

Gay Switchboard -726-GAYY. Mon.- Sun.,
7 p.m. - 1 a.m. A community information,
referral and crisis line where volunteers
offer their time, energy and knowledge to
all callers. Supported soley by contribu
tions, the Switchboard is an open forum for
the discussion of problems encountered by
gay men and women, their families and
friends, as well as for listings of helpful
resources and listings in the city. Donations
can be sent to P.O. Box 3163, Mphs, TN,
38103.

Introductory Offer

725-1127

One Free Drink
With Any Sandwich Order

Gay Community Church - The Metropolitan
Community Church at 2035 Union is an
inter-denominational Christian Church with
primary outreach to the gay community.
Regular worship services every Sun. at 6:45
p.m. A Christian growth and prayer group
meets Wed. at various member homes:
Limited emergency relief funds for those
who are destitute. Call Rev. Taylor at
725-4673 or write: MCC, P.O. Box 4943,
Mphs. 38104.

Hearing Impaired Persons can now recieve
information and referral services by tele
phone. The library has an MCM unit which
can communicate with TTY's and other
MCM'S; Call 528-2999, Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

GAME ROOM, MUSIC
DANCING, BEER & SET UPS

2015 Madison

ACORN- 2649 Yale, 452-8223. A group of
low and moderate income people who
believe that organizing is the only way our
voice will be heard. We've been active on
issues from MLGW, Loan Redlining, and
Community Development on getting street
and traffic lights, vacant lots cut and park
improvements.

W

Chart plus 1 hr. of interpretation
and projections for $10
Call or come by:
3373 Poplar, Suite 213 - 794-5070

Line can help you with problems and
questions, be they funny or serious. When
you need information but don't know who
to call - call LINC at 528-2999, a free
service of the Memphis/Shelby County
Public Library and Information Center.
Memphis Humane Society - 710 Philadel
phia, 272-1753. Dedicated to animal protec
tion, the Humane Society offers emergency
treatment to injured, stray animals, assis
ting owners in finding their lost pets and
finding homes for orphaned animals.
Metro Senior Services - A center for senior
citizens open 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri. Located downtown at Second and
Poplar, they offer arts and crafts, exercises
classes, sing alongsand field tripsas well as
a pleasant atmosphere to relax and enjoy
the company of others, open to those 55
years and older.' For information call
526-0253.
National Federation of Community Broad
casters, Program Service - Through a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts,
this non-profit corporation of community
radio stations offers support for indepen
dent production and distribution of radio
shows including music, drama and poetry.
Contatct Bill Thomas, NFCB, 1317 W.
Church, Champaign, III. 61820, (217)
359-9535.
Parents Without Partners - 363-3898, 854
Goodman St., 8 p.m. Tues., monthly
programs with speakers and panalists
adressing a variety of topics, (eg. adjust
ment in a one-parent home, homosex
uality, child rearing, sex education, etc.)
discussion groups where members share
experiences: fees vary, recreational and
social activities for adults and children dances, pot-luck dinners, arts & crafts, etc.
Prescott Mamorial Baptist Church - (Myn
ders at Patterson) holds a weekly alterna
tive to traditional services with its Sunday
Seminar, from 9:30-10:45. The group
begins in Jan. with a discussion of the
book, Love and Addiction by Stanto Peele;
call Gregg Williams, 276-3568 for more
information.
Reading Skills - Shelby State Community
College offers free adult reading lab, Tues.
and Thurs., 1-4 p.m., at the mid-town
campus, 737 Union. Personnel there can
also help in preparing for the General
Educational Development Test (G.E.D.),
call 528-6855 or 526-6775.
Recovery, Inc.- a non-profit, non-sectarian
association of nervous and former mental
patients; a systematic method of self-help
aftercare, Not advice,counseling, diagnosis
or treatment for mental or nervous
problems; St Mary's Episcopal Church, 700
Poplar Ave., Sat. at 1:00 p.m. Call
278-0912.
Wife Abuse Crisis Service - 458-1661, Mon.
-Thurs. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m., 24 hours a day on
weekends. Prescott Mem. Baptist Church,
c/o Women's Resource Ctr., 3rd floor, 499
S. Patterson at Mynders. Sharing and
support groups for women, Wed. 1:30 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Child care availabel. Support
groups for women who live with the fear of
being beaten offered at the Northeast
Comm. Mental Health Ctr., 3628 Summer,
Thurs. at 12 noon. Volunteers needed.
Women's Resource Center - 499 S.
Patterson, 458-1407. A tax-exempt service
organization for women, coordinating and
providing information on community ser
vices, activities, events and legislation
concerning women. Office hours are 9a. m. 9 p.m., Mon.- Fri. WRC maintains a talent
bank, job bank, newsletter, speakers
bureau, library and referral files.
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beDixie,
Dear Dixie corresponderbce is subject to

editir.g for cidrity and length.
Editor:
Your article (October 1978) on donation of
Lcews Pahce theatre to the Bountiful Blessings Deliverance Church leaves two sigrificant ques.tions unanswered.
The first question is: Why did Loews
Theatre Corporation "abruptly" (as your article reports) .chop off consideration of
several other prospects for the Loews Palace
building and turn the buflding over to Bountiful Blessingg Church?

Apart from the city losing the building for
tax purposes, not much can be said in favor
of locating a high-traffic rdigious institution
in the core of the most intense commercial
district in the city.
.
Moreover, at the time of the abrupt donelion to the church, those negotiating for the
I.Pews building included the City Of Menphis, Memphis Development Foundation, the
Tdiesyn people, and Xanadu Ballroom. In
the main, the rejectees had in mind redeveloping Loews Palace as a puunc entertainment faciHty.
Loews Palace, fined with theatregoers,
most certainly would have done wonders for
the downtown economy, bringing nfe to the
desolation (save Blues Alley) down there
now. Think of the food, drink, parking and
other services ^theatregoers would have
patronized dountowlL
Because of such obvious economic importance to downtown Memphis, the donation of
the Loews building to a church defies logical
understanding. So there must be factors
unreported about in the "abrupt" donation. I
urge you to clear up this mystery.
The seeond unanswered question goes
back to the original announcemcht of the
donation of the Loews Palace theatre to
Apostle G.E. Patterson's Bountiful Blessings Deliverance Church. At that tine. both
the Memphis Press-Scimitar |on 611n8| tmd
the CommeroieJ Appcaj (on 6/1/78) published
stories descrising the church'8 plans to use
the Loews building "as a youth activities
center. " The Commerce.aJ 4ppco/ quoted Mr.
Patterson as .saying:
"We envision thousands of youths each

Saturday meeting in this theatre for a variety of wholesome activities in a Christian envirorment."
The Dijc!.e Fkyer's October article continued to repeat the original June announce+
ment about plans for a youth center. It would
appear, however, that Bountiful Blessings
Church has, since two weeks after they tock
over, been using the ` building almost exclusively for Sunday church services. No
youth center whatever.
If such is the case, in the interest of accurate and complete reporting, those pubucations which have .carried stories about Bountiful Blessing Church's plans for a youth
center should now report on the way the use
of the Loews building actually turned out.
After all, the youth center story was deemed
newsworthy enough to be printed by Memphis newspapers, and widely covered by
television and radio news.
To leave the matter where it stands is to
cater to "wordfact. "
Don Hasseu
Xanadu
Dear Sera,
I just had to ten you what an excell,ent
puuncation you h&ve! All of us here at the
Dees Show read it with great pleasure. Please
tell Tom O'Neil his music reviews are excellent.
Have a great 1979!

Good things,
Rick Dees

: I. - -

Heuo Gordon,
Thanks so much for speuing my name
right in the. Keith Sykes article.
In downtown Portland, the best and `biggest camera and stereo store is Jafco's. My
brother works there and he told me when the
new Jimmy Buffet came in. After lunch I
wandered over there and he put on Coast o/
Marsez.//es. He made me put on the headphones.

Jimmy reauy made it syrupy,, but I
couldn't stop listening, glued.to the headphones and wetcyed I was- flashed back to
162 .N. Evergreen, Midtown Memphis,
U.S.A. Keith sat in the blue room of my
house and sat next to the piano and played
that song for us. r'd never heard it before and
Keith said it was his recent addition.
I left last summer and Elvis died, t,hen
Groucho, and a fire wiped out Savarin's
where Jimmy Whitlock's 100 year old hand
made banjo had hung up on the wan directly
behind the stage.. Then the latest fires that
wiped out Strings and Things made me
choke.
` Can you send me a couple of extra copies of
the December issue? I'd also appreciate seeing your past issues of Dixie Flyer. Tell John
Ryan that I said hello. Does he stiu have a
penchant for slapping a yardstick agrinst his
paha while he ponders?
Take it easy.
Flash Tones.
Mark Goldfarb
Portland,` Oregon
Emmett Coyne's letter uns received in
critical response to Dixi,e Flyer's special
Eluis issue (Vol. I, No. I)

Dear Sera,
When New England friends visited me inMemphis, I asked if they would be interested
in seeing Elvis' place. I asked them that because in the 24 hours they had been in town
they had not mentioned his name once.
Never before an Elvis fan, I found myself
speaking like a new born efithusiast of the
King, and touched by my monologue of what
had developed here since his death, my
friends were almost reduced to reverence in
their reflections of this secular saint of the
people.

As we cane upon Graceland our conversetion ivas brought to an involuntary halt - not
by the sight of the mansion itself , rather by
the crowds of people we saw heading toward
it. So it happened we stumbled into a pilgrimage. There, flanking the Graceland walls,
were persons `more faithful than ourselves,
patiently enduring the slow broil of a July
sun. Their physical endurance called to mind
those barefooted faithful who willingly expose
themselves to tbe sharp and chilly terrain Of
Ireland's Croagh Patrick in homage to their
venerated patron.
The Presley pilgrims reflected the various
socio-cultural strata of humankind. And that
waiting line of worshippers attested to the
marvelous proof of Elvis' universality. The
witness of the crowd was`almost enough to
convert the most cynical scoffer of Elvis into a
sincere devotee and defender of Elvis.
Despite the comlnon criticism that Elvis was
simply a media-packaged manipulation Of the
public, the crowd bore undeniable witness
that there was someone` unique in the
package.
When one can ignore the emotions and look
at such behavior rationally, it seems absurd
that a mature human being would travel thousands of miles to have his picture taken outside the relatively -cheap and now chipped
gates of Graceland, or in the fender bender
cars that he sat in two weeks before he died.
Or equally absurd to bother risking one's life
unnecessarily by driving the Memphis traffic
to the Sun Studio where Elvis and Priscilla
supposedly spent a portion of their honeymoon. But pilgrims do all these things.
It is possible, likely perhaps, that many
persons more noble, talented, and loveable
than Elvis have passed thnl those gates, sat

in those cars, entered that building, or walked
There seems to be an undercurrent of class
those grounds. But, despite Parker's pack- distain in some critics assessing the Presley
.aging of Presley, all of the above suddenly phenomenon. Some are quick to point out
that, by and large, Elvis devotees are blue
i:::sa,:tur:?eh:d,hs:=:fig::#ei?r|:,:ii::: coITar folks...less educated, fundamental,
further to say "graced" them?
emotional Christians - all of which may be
Many might murmur that all this adulation true. But so what! These critics fail to appreby Presley pilgrims is ridiculous. But, in ciate the universal nature of a pilgrimage for
truth, _are the rcek 'n roll fans of Elvis really its own sake. Heroes and saints are like food
different from the fans of Mozart who pursue
and style - each person is free to pursue his
with equal passion the haunts of Salzburg own preference. To deride another's choice is
that the composer frequented? Thru our folk to continue that damriable plague-on the
heroes and saints, commonplace things house of humanity -class elitism.
become charged with the extraordinary and
Likewise, critics are anxious to be devil's
the humanity of the hero is preserved in his
advocates determined to point out the clay
enjoyment of the ordinary.
feet (pelvis?) of Elvis' inperfect humanity.
My friends were momentarily amazed
But, necessary as a devil's advocate is, his is
when wi were beseiged by hawkers, but re- not the final word or verdict. Rightly or
alized that hawkers are not only inevitable but
wrongly, in espousing our saints and heroes
we are attracted by the Az4man qualities that
fg3o:eEescpe:ts:Eo:%goeu¥:I:wa:r[sd¥::t.hoNu: transcend the initail attraction of the revered
its amy of peddlers - anyone who has fought
person. Such a peison is only a symbol -a
his way through hawkers at the shrine of means of questing after qualities that are
Iourdes will realize that, (as they do ct Grace- within everyone's potential. Myths about
land,) because pilgrims actually demand persons, then set us free from the anchors of
them. Hawkers thrive on the theme "Elvis
our failures and inadequacies.
Lives" because their customers want to
The intensity of the pilgrimage to Elvis may
believe that and are willing to pay to have that wane. Despite the profit some may milk from
belief re-enforced.
it, it will have served a larger purpose for
My friends could not help but buy cards of
many persons that cannot .be counted in curElvis - some tawdry postcards for friends
rency. Whether it be Canterbury's Becket,
afar. Hagiographers have never been noted
Martin Luther King, or Elvis, in an insecure
for their historical authenticity and it was rio
and questioning world, this much is certain
less with Elvis. His final physique had been
and absolute; the pilgrimage will gb on.
laughingly glamorized and everyone was
aware of,that. Pilgrims have always trafficked Einett Coyne
in tawdry trinkets from time immehorial.
Returning pilgrims from St. Audrey's shrine
Dear Foulsin England would purchase cheap souvenirs
My typewriter just quit working at apof lace to bring back to friends unable to make
the journey. Hence, the word tawdry, proximately the same time my brain did.
meaning cheap or gaudy, is derived from a Sorry for the continued hassles. but
fast, clipped pronunciation of St. Audrey. remember: the word is mightier than the
deadline.
Now many of our New England friend's
Joe
homes have been ` `graced. ' byElvis' hallowed countenance and never-better sexy
smile. So my friends clicked away at the
crowds, for in their retelling of the Elvis myth Dear Mr. White:
I'm a mild mannered reporter for a great
to doubting neighbors they would have a
Kodak's clear proof that these crowds were metropditan newspaper fighting a never ending battle for truth, justice, and the
indeed there !
American Way. In a -resent flight over `MemHaving dallied longer at Graceland than we
suspected we would, we journeyed neat to the prtys, my X-ray vision picked up and scanned
I®rraine Motel to retrace the steps of Martin an issue of your newspaper. My cape rippled
Luther King's last day. No large crowds here, with excitement. When I got home, I told
Lois about it. She suggested that I subscribe
yet plastic flowers and postcards -gave a lot of
to it. O.K. Here is the Six bucks -- money I
similarity to the shrines. The humble reminhad saved to buy a strap to keep my glasses
ders here triggered the significance of this
King more personally in our common histor- from falling off at high altitudes. And the
ies. We stood on the balcony and wondered T-shirt. (I wear a large.) Win it be coloraloud why there weren't comparable crowds coordinated with my 'suit? Glasses, cape,
at this shrine. Itoes a crovyd's absence repu- T-shirt; its all part of new FCC regulations.
Sincerely.
diate the meaning of a shrine? No. . .the world
is dotted with forgotten shrines that once Clark E. Kent
could not contain the popularity of the
masses.
Like the Canterbury pilgrims, we sought
out our Tabard Inn to quench our thirst in the
midst of the remembrances these shrines provoked. Jefferson Square's dark, `cluttered
space became our resting spot to talk - no so
much about the kings and martyrs to which
we had given obeisance -but about ourselves.
If we are to believe Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales , those ancient Canterbury pilgrims exchanged their personal stories which revealed
values, sorrows, `hopes and life's uncertainties. Likewise we engaged, encouraged by
several drinks, to tell our tales with as much
humor and pathos as those predecessor pilgTins` had. How many pilgrims in Memphis
were-, at that same moment, in their own
Tabard Inn. . .a van, a camper, motel, lounge,
restaurant or car, sharing with feuow pilgrims
their personal tales? And is that not the ultimate experience of a -pilgrim.age, to go
beyond hero or saint, to open our lives to each
other in the search for the noble, heroic,
beautiful and good within. ourselves that we
felt drawn to shrines of persons we journeyed
toward in pilgrimage?-
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